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06 / FROM THE EDITOR

FROM THE GUEST EDITOR

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

To all AC Magazine readers,

Cinematographers/cinematography has lost it’s greatest fan, Jonathan (Jono) Dawson. He passed away on the 10th of 
August 2013. Jono was a regular columnist for AC Magazine and all he ever asked for in return was to be on our mailing 
list and even after a lifetime of writing and being published world wide, he still got excited when our little magazine arrived 
in his post box. One of his proudest moments was when he received his ACS Life Membership for services to our industry.

Cinematographers have the wonderful gift of being able to SEE. Jono had that same gift, but could also remember 
what he saw. Everything! His mind was a weapon which he used very effectively against mediocrity, misplaced authority, 
pretenders, posturing academia, fi lm bureaucrats (you know, the born-to-rule cultural elitists types), snobs and fakes. 
Jono had a great affection for the overlooked, and defended the underdog; he barracked for the working class, helped the 
struggling fi lm maker, and loved anyone who ‘had a go’. But he hated it when his beloved footie team lost, ditto the Aussie 
cricket team. Maybe he chose his moment well.

Jono always gave more than he took, laughed more than he scowled, remembered more than he forgot, spilt more than 
he drank, and loved, loved, loved his wife Felicity and children Paddy and Olivia. But especially Felicity. 

He was a great mate and shall always remain a hero of mine. Dick Marks OAM. Editor AC Magazine.

First of all, may I say how honoured I am to be 
asked to be one of the guest editors for the 
AC Magazine, Dick Marks, the Editor of the AC 
Mag, has taken a sojourn to faraway places 
around the world with his beloved Patricia. 
However, he has left a rather large pair of shoes 
for me to fi ll. My photo may give it away that I 
am a lady DP, but rest assured, there is no need 
for shrieking in horror at the thought that I am 
going to fi ll this edition with recipes, hair-styles, 
diet tips and a who’s who of celebrity surgery 
gone wrong. Let me allay your fears and 
reassure you that I will be doing my very best to 
hold the torch aloft for Richard in his absence. I 
hope that when he returns it has not fallen from 
my piss-weak, girlie hand, set the place on fi re 
and left the magazine in a pile of ashes. I do 
hope you enjoy this edition and thank you all for 
giving me this chance to entertain and capture 
your attention with a few stories that I have 
always wanted to read about.

JoAnne Bouzianis-Sellick
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Greetings ACS colleagues,

We are in a time of constant technological change, and 
in my mind there is one thing that has and will always 
remain constant; SIGHT. The EYE, the ability we all have 
as cinematographers to use this precious gift in many 
extraordinary ways.

We are often heard to say “he, she, they have a great eye”.

The eye assesses and controls light, shade, contrast, 
exposure, composition and the list goes on. In reality the heart 
and mind interpret what the eye sees, then relays the vision to 
our audience.

It comes down to us as cinematographers to use the physical 
and physiological tools we are blessed with to our advantage 
and for the benefi t of all.

Cameras, lenses and indeed technology assist and guide us 

Photo: Dick Marks
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in these pursuits, but the capacity to deliver the pure essence 
of imagery must come from a human “hands on” source that 
is driven from within the individual.

Huge responsibility, but one I believe we all carry with great 
ease, as the belief in what we are achieving is always held 
paramount. 

My point is this. Technology will change, the methods of 
image capture will change, post production will change, but 
what we as cinematographers bring to the party will never 
change. We will continue to adapt, to collaborate and ensure 
the quality of images be monitored. We must remain resolute.

Ron Johanson ACS
National President 
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DOP Ross Emery ACS

Ross Emery ACS follows in his father’s footsteps with a love and passion for cinematography. I 
had the chance to talk to Ross about the two latest fi lms he has been shooting and to chat about 
his life and being a DP. He takes us from the watery depths of The Caves to the bustling streets 
of Tokyo in The Wolverine. With I, Frankenstein, due to be released this year, we get to pick his 
brain about working with very different Directors, the Art Department and learn the art of being in 
a number of places at the same time.

AC:  Ross can you tell us a bit about yourself and how 
you got stated as a Cinematographer?

RE:  I supposed I was always around cinematography 
from an early age. My father Ossie Emery ACS, got his 
accreditation the year I was born and was always an active 
member of the Society. The ephemera of cinematography was 
a constant in the house I grew up in; cameras, tripods, 16mm 
projectors etc. and, as other future cinematographers who 
had fathers in the business would agree, it looked exciting and 
interesting to a young mind.

This didn’t click in straight away and it took the fi rst year of 
a Law degree to convince me to do something rather more 
interesting. A job at Artransa, the fi lm production arm of 
Channel 7 in Sydney, helped me establish contacts and I 
was lucky enough to be starting at a time when the output 
of feature fi lms and other production was enormous. I think 
the fi rst three years there as an assistant I was working on 

back to back jobs. Extraordinary when you think about it 
now. Television commercials were also a great source of 
employment as well as music videos, which became the way 
that most of us got our fi rst break shooting.

Looking back, I know that the work I did back then in low 
budget music videos is still paying off for me today. You were 
able to experiment, not just shoot, doing stuff that would be 
considered way too risky in any production today, but this 
gave me a great lesson in never just settling for what’s in front 
of you… always look from a little lower, a little higher, darker, 
softer… whatever.

Learning from other Cinematographers is something that I 
have always enjoyed. One of the great things about being 
an AC and Operator was being able to sit and watch the DP 
conduct him or herself and solve problems on set. This is 
something you can’t teach. I was lucky to operate for Dariusz 
Wolski ASC, Bill Fraker ASC, as well as Aussies like David 



Burr ACS, John Seale ACS ASC and others and shoot 2nd 
Unit for Newton Thomas Sigel ASC, Bill Pope ASC, Caleb 
Daschenel ASC, Simon Duggan ACS and Bill Fraker ASC.

All of them showed me things or did things that I have kept 
with me. Shooting 2nd Unit is a wonderful job; all the fun, less 
responsibility and with the added advantage of watching a 
cinematographer work… it’s like going to DP school. I know 
that these days we see a lot more cinematographers coming 
out of fi lm schools and college and don’t have access to 
that sort of training, so I’m not sure how they are able to 
survive on fi lm sets… without at least some of that hands-on 
knowledge that you get from being an operator, a second 
unit DP or a focus puller. It’s such a great time to just sit there 
and watch and learn from someone who’s been through it all; 
been through all the trauma. We call it telling war stories and it 
really is. I’ve been really, really lucky that some of the guys I’ve 
worked with as second unit DP and Operator, have helped 
me enormously when I’ve actually got to the position of having 
to make those decisions myself. You count on an amazing 
wealth of experience of all those guys to help you through 
those times.

AC:  I think too that you’re alluding to the fact that being 
a DP who has learnt and come up through the ranks, you 
can relate to the people on set, and if they’re stretched 
you can understand why and give them a bit more slack.

RE:  Certainly. I mean, understanding how diffi cult the job 
of a focus puller is; when you’re the DP, head of the camera 
department, it’s very important, because focus pulling is not a 
maths problem. With focus pulling, you have to be a creative 
thinker. And the job requires a certain amount of support. I 
know there are some old DPs who regard it as a three-person 
job… where the DP has to set up the conditions to allow you 
to do the job and the operator has to assist you doing the job. 
Actually, I also believe that the actors have a certain amount 
of responsibility too. It’s just so important for all those people 
to work together. The focus puller is not just someone who’s 
sitting beside the camera and turning it on. Certainly from my 
experience of actually doing it, working through the days that 
are diffi cult and the days that are easier, it helps you in terms 
of managing your crew and keeping everyone interested, 
enthusiastic and alert.

AC:  We’re going to chat about you two latest fi lms The 
Wolverine and I, Frankenstein. Both these fi lms were shot 
normal, but then in post were converted to 3D. How does 
that affect you? Did you know that that was the intention 
prior to the shoot or was it something they decided later? 
And if you knew before you rolled, did that change your 
style of shooting?

RE:  So, two parts to that question… on The Wolverine, 
we were always going to do a post convert, and it is more 
common now that you don’t change your style terribly much. 
And interestingly enough, The Wolverine, I think, is going 
to be a very easy post-convert and will, I think, look very 
good in 3D. That is a little bit of a… not an accident, but the 
style we chose for the fi lm, the lens range we shot the fi lm 
with, the way that it was blocked, was quite friendly for a 3D 
post-convert and for a 3D fi lm generally… I mean we didn’t 
particularly follow any rules, we just fell into a style that was 
quite 3D friendly. Which means, you use slightly wider lenses, 
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shooting close-ups on 60mm anamorphics, rather than much 
longer lenses that are less 3D friendly. And also the staging 
of the action was, I think, 3D friendly. So as we got into it, 
it wasn’t something that I thought much about, because I 
knew that my natural house style was going to convert to 3D 
quite well. On the other hand, with I, Frankenstein… I had 
the discussion with the producers in pre-production, “Are we 
going to do a 3D conversion on this fi lm?” and they basically 
said absolutely, categorically, “No! We are not going to do 3D 
on this movie, we are not interested in 3D, we don’t want… 
we’re never going to do a 3D release.” But now, just a few 
months ago, I got the message saying they were going to do 
a 3D conversion. That is the other side of the coin in fi lm-
making. I don’t think the style that we shot I, Frankenstein in is 
going to be particularly 3D friendly. I think it’s going to be quite 
a diffi cult 3D conversion and if we were to go back and shoot 
the fi lm again, I think there would be quite a lot of things that 
we would do differently. I haven’t seen any of the 3D tests for 
I, Frankenstein yet - they’re starting soon – but I’m imagining 
that the 3D will not be quite as effective as The Wolverine. And 
yes, we didn’t consider it, and in fact we kind of deliberately… 
not deliberately, but we chose a style that didn’t take into 
account any of the needs of 3D.

AC:  Just talking about the style, both The Wolverine 
and I, Frankenstein and some of the other fi lms you’ve 
been involved in are pretty much based on graphic novels 
- they’re comic books – and with The Wolverine, you 
worked closely with the actual comic book illustrations 
for some of your shots. Was that like working with a 
storyboard or was it harder because you’re trying to bring 
to life what viewers have been reading and are already 
familiar with?

RE  Hmmm. It’s an interesting little question because, I 
mean, ‘comic book style’ is a loose term. I mean, I think in 
terms of the photography, the Matrix movies were more comic 
book style than anything else I’ve done. What a comic book 
or graphic novel style gives you is a little bit more freedom to 
be a little bit more stylized. It doesn’t necessarily mean that 
you’re doing a composed frame like a 2D drawing would be. 
It’s more a stylization of what you’re shooting, which means 
that you can have ‘physics free’ days when you’re doing 
stunts and action sequences. It means that you can have a 
little bit more licence to enhance things beyond regular, real 
world photography. When I’m doing these fi lms, it’s always 
something that gets thrown up, that it’s, you know, a graphic 
novel. The Wolverine probably is quite a long way from the 
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photography of something like The Matrix or to the extreme, 
Sin City or a Frank Miller fi lm, or a Zack Snyder fi lm… 300 
or something like that. Although the source material was the 
graphic novel Wolverine, The Wolverine was much more a 
reality based fi lm, and I would probably classify it a little bit 
more in the style of a seventies action fi lm, like The French 
Connection; like earlier William Friedkin fi lms, rather than a 
graphic novel look. As a Director, James Mangold is very, very 
focused on story and character, and he is adamant that they 
are the most important things and everything else must work 
to support those two elements. He would have reacted quite 
badly if we had started shooting The Wolverine like Sin City or 
The Matrix, because his ideas on fi lming and the way that he 
sees his job with a fi lm like The Wolverine, is to enhance the 
characters, and if the character enhancements can include 
some nods to graphic design and some slightly surrealistic 
imagery, that’s fi ne, but it must support the characters and the 
story… and if it doesn’t, it won’t get a run. 

AC:  With The Wolverine you were shooting in Australia, 
Tokyo and then back here in Australia. How do you keep 
a consistency in your shooting given your vastly different 
locations, in completely different parts of the world?

RE:  For me, consistency in a fi lm is a big issue. Films have 
to have a consistency of look and consistency of style. I think 
if you start breaking your style rules half-way through a fi lm, it 
can really disturb the audience and take away from what they 
should be thinking about. And there are different things at play 
there. With I, Frankenstein, I chose to aim for consistency in 
the lighting… I tried to make the lighting style the thing that 
would be the common thread. But with The Wolverine, where 
we were working with quite diverse locations and shooting in 
Japan and Sydney, I think the consistency of the fi lm is going 
to come through from the framing and the lens choices we 
made. We worked with a quite restricted number of lenses. 
We literally shot everything on anamorphic lenses, between 
40mm and 75mm. Very rarely did we go wider than 40mm 
and very rarely did we go tighter than 75mm. And that gave 
it a consistency of look. So if the stylistic cues of lighting 
and interior/exterior things are changing, the audience is still 
being given the common thread of the lens perspective that 
is very, very similar and they get used to seeing things in that 
perspective, and that is the spine that runs through the fi lm. 
So you can be less obsessive about lighting matches. In one 
scene there is a shot that was fi lmed in Japan, two shots that 
were fi lmed in Sydney and then other shots that were fi lmed 

“To me, fi lms have to have a 

consistency of look and consistency 

of style. I think if you start 

breaking your style rules halfway 

through a fi lm it can really disturb 

an audience and take away from 

what they should be 

thinking about.”
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in Montreal and LA, which were some of the pick-ups we 
did recently. So that makes it very, very diffi cult to maintain 
consistency. But we did make totally sure that we were 
working with our lenses of choice, and that really did help.

AC:  How strict are you about keeping records of lighting 
and technical specs when you’re shooting here, there and 
everywhere?

RE:  We had electrics keeping quite a lot of lighting 
continuity notes, which are very helpful, plus we were 
taking photographs of the lighting set-ups as a reminder of 

what lighting units and colour gels we used. Less technical 
diagrams but more trying to record the context in which 
things were being used. I’m quite big on technology, story 
technology, in terms of the type of lighting I use. For example, 
when we were in Tokyo, we used a lot of fl uorescent and neon 
fi xtures and the fl uorescents were always in quite interesting 
colours, magenta’s and yellows and greens and things like 
that. You pick up the technology of the locations you’re in 
and recreating. Whereas when we went to the countryside 
in Japan for some scenes, the light sources traditionally 
used in those sorts of houses are quite soft, diffused and 
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fl oor-mounted. Traditionally the Japanese didn’t use ceiling 
mounted lights, so we used soft boxes and trace frames 
and much softer sources, softer and warmer sources, and 
because a lot of the electricity in those places is lower voltage, 
it was warmer and softer… much more in keeping with the 
kind of location we were shooting in. My feeling is in those 
sorts of places, you don’t use a lot of Kino Flo or LED, you 
go back to incandescent and quite heavy, close frames, soft 
boxes and things and in terms of continuity and context, that 
becomes a part of the story… the lighting. I’ve done so may 
fi lms as second unit DOP where I’ve been asked to recreate 

a lighting set-up for a scene that the main unit shot many 
months before, and I have a reasonably good plan for those 
sorts of situations, in terms of lighting continuity. My main one 
is, if you know the lighting fi xture that was used, that’s what 
you use to recreate it. If you try and recreate a scene that was 
shot with an incandescent globe behind a piece of trace… 
if you try and recreate that same shot using a Kino Flo or a 
fresnel or something like that, it will be a very diffi cult thing 
to do. So in terms of the continuity of lighting, photographs 
that the electrics took of what fi xtures were being used for a 
particular scene were most important. 
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TOP LEFT: Second Unit Stunt coordinator, Kyle Gardiner hangs over car. I, Frankenstein.  TOP RIGHT: Image care of Fox Australia 
Film. The Wolverine.  BOTTOM: Camera Operator Harry Panagiotidis, Actors Aaron Eckhart and Yvonne Strahovski. I, Frankenstein.
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were lots of scenes lit by candlelight and we had issues in 
terms of the amount of candles we needed to light the sets 
and how we could start establishing different kinds of light 
sources. So we went through and broke it down in terms of 
the technology of the lighting. We had a couple of different 
time periods in I, Frankenstein, so we literally went back and 
looked at information about how they did light castles and 
streets in the sixteen and seventeen hundreds and what sort 
of fi xtures they were using; and if that same building existed 
and was still working in the present time, would they have 
retrofi tted everything with electricity or would they still be using 
candles and/or gas? We made a decision that in this particular 
case they wouldn’t have retrofi tted the old building. Like 
when you go into a cathedral in the present day, even if they 
are using electricity, they’re trying to use it in such a way that 
keeps the tone of the lighting as it has been for hundreds of 
years. So again, it’s that thing of the technology of the lighting 
matching the style of the production design. It’s a big thing. 
It’s something that I keep coming back to with my lighting.

AC:  Do you take a lot of test shots prior to the shoot 
commencing to help with that?

RE:  Oh, if I can. I mean, every time you can get a camera 
out and shoot a set, even with rough lighting, you learn 
so much from it. It’s one of the things at the moment 
that can be a challenge for a DP… when I fi rst became a 
cinematographer, we literally chose between three or four fi lm 
stocks. Now we have this amazing choice of different digital 
cameras. If you start counting up the number of cameras 
that are being used on productions around the world now, it 
literally is everything from GoPro to Imax. There are probably 
thirty or forty different cameras you can choose from. Even 
if you narrow it down to the mainstream, you’ve got various 
versions of RED cameras, Sonys and Arris… you know, 
everything is available and they all react very differently, so 
the system you choose has to work in context of what you’re 
using it for and with, especially actors and the set design. 
The majority of I, Frankenstein was set inside a cathedral, and 
there are lots of candle lit sets with stone walls, so, specifi cally 
we needed to see the way the shots would look using the 
RED camera, which we ended up choosing for that fi lm. So 
we basically coerced the producers into building one of the 
sets we required for the fi rst weeks shoot, and two weeks 
before we were due to start shooting we could do lighting and 
make-up tests… in context, inside a set that was going to be 
in the fi lm, lit like it is going to be lit in the fi lm.

AC:  Camera choices, how did you decide what cameras 
to use on The Wolverine and I, Frankenstein?

RE:  Wolverine was Alexa, with Panavision C Series 
anamorphic lenses. So a camera made in 2012 and a lens 
made in 1973, which I think is a fantastic combination, to be 
honest. It’s probably my favourite combination of lens and 
camera at this moment. If I was shooting tomorrow, that’s 
what I would choose to shoot on. The Alexas are pretty much 
taking a pretty big slice of the market because they are so 
durable, they also give you a very pleasing image. I’m hoping 
that the conversation shifts away from pure resolution and 
counting pixels, into the world of how does the picture look. 
It always puzzles me when we have conversations about 
cameras and they seem to be classifi ed on how good they 
are just by the amount of pixels they have. Whereas when we 

AC:  With the pick-ups in Montreal, which were shot a 
long time after the fi lm was fi nished… whilst the notes 
and the electrics set photogrphs help you out, how do 
you get your head back into that space?

RE:  The brain in an amazing thing. I was talking to Hugh 
(Jackman) about that when we were actually doing those 
pick-ups. He would want to know where we were and what 
part of the set we were in and, even if we were doing a 
very small insert against a green screen of him just leaning 
over and picking something up, both Hugh and I were quite 
amazed that we were both able to take ourselves back pretty 
easily to the place where we originally shot. I was able to 
say to Hugh, “Well, this is the corner of the set here, which 
looked out to the coast, so the sliding doors were here, and 
that practical light, which we had next to the table, would 
have been over there”. And Hugh would say, “Oh yeah, I 
understand, I remember that now. That means that the mat 
was there, and she was standing over there”. The brain’s 
an amazing thing… after seventy or so shooting days and 
nine months after we wrapped, we could still go back and 
sort of transport ourselves into that place… it was quite 
interesting. I think it’s a particular talent that photographers 
and cinematographers have… a powerful visual memory. It’s 
like we can look at that shot nine months later and say, “It 
doesn’t look right. There’s something not quite right about 
it.” And then go back to our notes and see that we did do 
something different… a different colour shift, or a certain 
lighting fi xture was used. It’s an interesting phenomenon 
that always intrigues me. Your visual memory is very, very 
accurate and I believe it’s something that photographers and 
cinematographers have. 

AC:  It seems quiet obvious from looking at your images 
from these fi lms that you must work really closely with the 
Production team and Art Director. Is that true? 

RE  Yes, very closely. On both I, Frankenstein and on The 
Wolverine, I enjoyed my collaboration with the Production 
Designers. Michelle McGahey on I, Frankenstein and Francois 
Audouy on The Wolverine. It’s very satisfying to me to work 
with them, because I feel like they can help me and I can 
help them. What you get in a good collaboration is something 
that really kind of rolls along and you feed off each other in 
terms of the styles. For example, I was very, very keen for 
Francois in particular, with the very diverse sets that we were 
using on The Wolverine, to embrace the technology I spoke 
of previously, and he was on board with it in a certain way. 
I kind of just pushed it further along because we have the 
technology that is involved in the creation of a set, the lighting 
fi xtures that we’d be using, the back story of the lighting 
fi xtures. For example, the retrofi tting of some of the sections 
of Tokyo night alleys is quite interesting… where the power 
supply basically wouldn’t handle high voltage fi xtures, we 
used a very large amount of small voltage and small wattage 
fi xtures. Once you start being honest with the technology, 
it starts making sense in the production design, and then 
when the production design starts making sense, everything 
starts looking better, looking believable. Production designers 
have an acute sense of what looks correct in terms story 
and style, and once you start dealing with things at a base 
level, it becomes very satisfying. Michelle McGahay and I, on 
I, Frankenstein, had a similar sort of technical issues. There 



were shooting fi lm, we chose to shoot on high speed stock, 
forced a stop, which was a much lower resolution than a 
low speed stock processed normally, because that particular 
method of image capture was a more effective way of telling 
the story. But our conversations seemed to evolve into ‘the 
camera with the most pixels is better.’ I don’t necessarily think 
that’s the case. I think the Alexa, teamed up with my choice of 
old lenses, is a beautiful combination and a terrifi c storytelling 
tool. It seems to reproduce in a way that is pleasing to the 
eye. I,Frankenstein was shot on the RED cameras, specifi cally 
because the production company, Lakeshore Entertainment, 
own their own REDs, which is not a common occurrence in 
terms of feature fi lm production, but in this case they have 
invested in RED cameras, so we shot on the Epics. That was 
a fait accompli, basically. And they performed pretty well. I still 
don’t fi nd them as durable or as user friendly as the Alexa, 
and when you get into the fi nal grade and the DI there’s 
differences between cameras, but not signifi cant. I still fi nd 
the Alexa delivers a more a pleasing to the eye image than the 
RED cameras. 

AC:  With the production company having their own 
REDs, you had no choice, but with other productions 
surely that would be your call?

RE:  Absolutely, I get involved as early as possible with it 
and as much as I possibly can and force my will as much as 
I possibly can. That’s a responsibility of the cinematographer; 
if a production is pushing a certain camera system, more 
than likely it’s because it’s cheaper. As a cinematographer 
you have a real responsibility to essentially guide a production 
to the most appropriate camera system. Some producers 
will literally make an economic decision on camera systems 
which may not be appropriate for the fi lm. I’m not saying that 
you actually have to choose the most expensive or the most 
recent camera system to shoot your fi lm on, but it must be 
the most appropriate one. And if that ends up being GoPros, 
then that’s fi ne. But if you’re shooting on GoPros and want 
them to look like Alexas, down the track you’re going to 
cost the production company money, because as we know, 
those camera will not transfer and transcode and have the 
latitude to do what you want to do in post production. And 
heaven forbid if you were doing any visual effects on a camera 
system like a 5D. Basically it’s costing the production money. 
So sometimes, when it come to choosing a camera system, 
production companies have to be saved from themselves and 
I believe it’s the responsibility of the cinematographer to really 
stand up for the most appropriate camera for that job.

AC:  How closely are you involved in the hiring of crew? 
Do you have regular crew who you like to work with all 
the time or do you just go with the fl ow?

RE:  Whenever possible, I’ve worked with the same grip 
and gaffer for the last fi fteen years… Toby Copping and Paul 
Johnstone. Obviously, the other part of this equation is that 
The Wolverine was the fi rst fi lm I had shot in Sydney since 
2006, so it’s not always possible to hire the crew that you like 
working with. And also the way that fi lms are fi nanced now… 
for example, with I, Frankenstein, it would have been nice to 
have had my crew on it, but it was pretty much presented to 
me that I needed to use local crew for the fi nances to work… 
and in that case it worked well and was a successful shoot. 
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“I think just distilling all the 

knowledge you have down into a 

very intensive package that can 

bring something to a story is 

what I’m looking for.”

That’s a reality in every single part of the world now and 
something that you have to take into account. But I will say 
that, whenever it’s possible for me to use my crew, I will do 
so, because I have such a huge base of knowledge built up 
with them. You can refer to previous fi lms that you’ve worked 
on together… you have a shorthand that’s more effi cient. If I 
have a working relationship between the gaffer the grip and 
myself, it will save the production money, because basically 
they know how I like to work, I know how they work and you 
can be very, very effi cient. You can work with crew that you 
haven’t worked with before, and we do that all the time, but 
the bottom line is if you give a DP the crew he knows well and 
has a good relationship with, I think it saves money and time 
for the production.

AC  You’ve worked as a second unit DP and as an 
action DP, and with the fi lms Bait and The Cave they were 
predominantly under water. Obviously the logistics of 
shooting with camera gear and water is huge, but how do 
they differ from being on land? 

RE:  Yeah. Underwater photography is kind of strange. 
It’s slow, especially with 3D, it’s slow and it’s specialised. I 
had Simon Christidis do the underwater stuff on Bait and 
on The Cave we had Wes Skyles, who was a cave diver. 
Unfortunately he later died while fi lming in a cave in Mexico 
for another movie.  On our fi lm we brought in guys who 
actually shoot fi lms in caves underwater, because it’s such 
a specialised fi eld of photography. Cave diving a very, very 
risky undertaking and it’s always diffi cult… I mean the main 
thing for me, when you’re getting into some of those other 
areas where the cinematography has to be controlled, like 
aerials and underwater is another, you still have to make sure 
that the person who is actually shooting is on board with the 
way that you want to shoot the fi lm, and that continuity thing 
I mentioned before becomes very, very important. You have 
to force your model on to how they work and the things that 
they normally do. Quite often the specialised guys… they 
have a bag of tricks that they go to, especially the aerial guys, 
and they say, “Ok, we need these lenses and we need this 
mount and we need this, and we’re going to do this shot...” 
And I’m like, “Ok, that’s a great shot, it’s fabulous and I love 
it and it’d be fantastic in a car commercial but… you know, 
we’re making a feature fi lm about a guy with claws. So, let’s 
just have a think about what we’re going to do.” That, again, 
is one of those things in terms of crew management and 
personnel management. The good guys are always good with 
you, and you basically say, “Well I don’t want to do the best 
shot you can do for a show reel; I want you to do the shot 
that’s going to make sense in the fi lm and advance the story. 
But if that means that you’re doing probably not as fl ashy 
or showy a shot as you can do, that’s OK and that’s what is 
required for this fi lm.” And the same with underwater stuff; 
there’s a tendency for the underwater guys to sometimes 
get into National Geographic mode and then just suddenly 
they’re shooting pretty shots and again it’s, “We need a shot 
that transmits emotion, danger, fear… whatever it is, so don’t 
shoot pretty shots, shoot something that is mysterious, shoot 
something that is technically probably, not something you 
would shoot for National Geographic or Discovery Channel… 
something perfect for our movie.”

AC:  With The Wolverine and I, Frankenstein, were you 
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shooting with multi-camera coverage?

RE:  With I, Frankenstein, we did a lot of multiple camera 
stuff. Basically because it was a wordy script and it was a 
diffi cult story, so I wanted to give the Director, Stuart Beattie, 
as many options as I could in post to tell the story. It was a 
little bit different than a traditional master, close-up style. We 
did a master, which then evolved into coverage and also had 
second and sometimes third camera doing coverage as well 
to tell the concurrent story of the various characters who 
interact… who intersect some place during the fi lm, but then 
they’re off on their own little journey. So that was important. 
Wolverine, by contrast, was very much a single camera shoot. 
Probably 70 or 80 per cent of the shooting we did with a 
single camera, and that was literally driven by the Director. His 
mind works in a single camera way. He’s very good; he knows 
what he wants. He doesn’t like two cameras… we could 
suggest, “Why don’t we throw another camera here to get 
that shot?” and he would say, “I don’t need it, so why would 
I shoot it?” He was much more classical in terms of the way 
he shot the fi lm; single camera… you put that single camera 
in the right spot and if you need another shot you shoot that 
shot, then you move on and get the next shot, and you put 
the camera in exactly the right spot for that shot… much more 
considered in terms of where the camera was placed, in terms 
of how far away it was from an actor and how it moved with 
an actor. Much more considered. He’s a very good director 
and knows how he’s going to cut the scene before you shoot 
it, and he doesn’t do extensive story boarding and shot lists 
and things like that, but he certainly knows… “Ok, in this 
scene I need that shot, I need that shot and I need that shot.” 
And in some other cases you can sort of probably shoot 
another two or three shots just to give yourself options, but 
Jim would always be happy just to walk away with three really 
great shots rather than fi ve shots that weren’t as good as the 
ones you got. 

AC:  With I Frankenstein the use of multiple camera set-
ups was discussed very early in pre-production ?

RE:  Yes, I knew that I, Frankenstein had multiple characters; 
we had Aaron Eckhart, who was the lead, but there’s also Bill 
Nighy, Yvonne Strahovski… three or four characters who all 
have important parts to play in the story. And sometimes, as 
you know, in some scenes where the two leads are involved, 
the reaction from the third or fourth character is going to be 
important in terms of the story telling process. So it became 
that kind of fi lm… where the reactions to the central action 
became important from a story point of view. And later on in 
the fi lm, to be able to choose, in editing, when to make more 
of a person’s reaction, makes the context of their reactions 
more justifi ed. 

AC:  So did you fi nd the directors on both fi lms more 
concerned with the main camera and were you able 
to just set the B cameras on your own, or did they get 
involved in those as well?

RE:  With Stuart (I, Frankenstein) what you do is set the 
scene. With James (Wolverine) what you do is set the shot, 
and that’s a very big distinction. With Stuart I would always 
set the scene and then it would be pretty obvious where 
you’d want the main camera to be, and then I would work 
with the other camera operators… and I always like the 
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camera operators to really watch the block through and 
watch where the fi rst camera was going and then make their 
decisions, “Ok, if he’s shooting that shot, then I know he’s 
going to need the shot of this person or that person or that 
action.” I like them to have a good ‘map input’ and a good 
relationship with the director, so that they can then discuss 
with him, “If A camera’s doing this and B camera’s doing this, 
do you want me to get the reaction of this character in the 
background, or I can basically get a tighter shot of when one 
of the lead characters comes across and does another action 
in a different part of the set?” So it becomes much more 
about capturing and covering a scene, whereas with James 
on Wolverine it was considered that the shot was the scene. 
So it was an interesting exercise of two very different ways 
of shooting a fi lm. And one is not necessarily any better than 
the other. Certainly shooting one camera is a lot easier from 
a lighting point of view. It also meant that the emphasis was 
a little different on the set. On The Wolverine we always had 
centre to the set. That was where the shot was, the A camera, 
and everyone focused on that. On I, Frankenstein, it was sort 
of an open set, so I had to discuss with the art department 
that, because we were using three cameras, potentially we 
going to see an awful lot more of the set on any given set-up 
than just the single camera. So they actually had to make sure 
the entire set was dressed in almost a 180-degree arc and 
that everything was picture ready. And they got into the habit 
of doing that. They knew that other cameras would be around 
looking in different parts of the set, and then we were basically 
able to be very effi cient in terms of covering the scenes.

AC:  I, Frankenstein has had a release date that keeps 
shifting. Is that to do with the fact that it’s in need of more 
post effects?

RE:  Initially, it was a pretty standard kind of shoot and 
release date. We had a reasonably large visual effects 
component in the fi lm, and the two things with visual effects, 
you either have money, or you have time. And they chose 
basically to go down the second route, which is to give 
themselves more time to work on the special effects, rather 
than choose the expensive route and have to rush them, 
and potentially not be quiet as good as they wanted. So 
they choose to push their release date out and take their 
time with the visual effects. And from what I’ve seen of the 
visual effects they are terrifi c. They’ve done a very, very 
good job… Australian companies Iloura, Luma, Rising Sun, 
and Deluxe are all supplying visual effects and they’re doing 
very, very good work. The other thing that transpired is they 
made the decision with the distributor to do a 3D conversion, 
which essentially means all of the visual effects have to be 
fi nished, the fi lm has to be pretty much fi nished before the 
3D conversion can start, and then the 3D conversion will take 
a certain amount of time as well. And then the fi nal release 
date they’ve chosen happens to be their lucky day. The 
distributor and production company released a fi lm previously 
on that same date and it did very, very well for them, and 
they released another two fi lms on that date which also 
did very, very well, so it’s become their lucky date. So they 
decided, “Ok fi ne, we’ll just push this out to our lucky day.” 
There wasn’t anything in particular in terms of problems or 
anything like that. They also chose to just wait a little and take 
advantage of the extra time. To be honest, some of the actors 
in the fi lm were not very well known when we were shooting… 
like Jai Courtney, who is now drawing more attention because 
he’s done a Die Hard fi lm and a Tom Cruise fi lm, so he’s now 
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monster, who we call Adam, essentially symbolizes the 
position of science in a spiritual world… he’s not created by 
God, he’s not created by the Devil, he’s created by science. 
So he’s the only person in the world who can critically 
examine spirituality and comment on spirituality. So if you 
take that as the basis of a story, it’s very interesting and you 
can have multiple interpretations of the human condition 
based on the fact that you have a being who essentially is 
man made. And it is a story that becomes more and more 
contemporary and in sync with some of the work that’s being 
done on cloning and gene work and things like that. It does 
bring into question that… does it mean that the minute when 
man can create a sentient being, does that prove that God 
does exist or doesn’t exist, or does it contribute to the debate 
on whether religion is a truth or not? It’s brings some really 
interesting theories and themes out. I mean, we deal with it 
in the fi lm, and it actually has some strange parallels to the 
Wolverine story. 

I, Frankenstein is quite overt in the way it has a deliberate 
dig at religion. Mary Shelley’s original story is that the minute 
a human being can create another human being, does that 
make the fi rst person God, or is he just that person’s God? 
It really is interesting. I like digging into some of these areas 
of the fi lm and I think Stuart did a really good job of moulding 
some of those much more interesting and serious themes into 
a fi lm that essentially has to sell tickets and get people into 
cinemas.

AC:  I was reading that actor Ekhart said he played 

a bit of a lead on the billboard, as well as Aaron Eckhart and 
Yvonne Strahovski and Bill Nighy. So it picked up a little more 
free publicity, just by the fact that some of the actors are now 
better known.

AC:  There are a couple of  I, Frankenstein-type fi lms 
coming out soon. Does it effect you if yours gets lost in 
the haze of these releases, or once you’ve fi nished with a 
fi lm, is it up to the fi lm to fl y on its own and you move on 
to your next project?

RE:  Oh no, you’re always invested in the fi lm. Like it or not, 
most fi lms will one way or another consume between four to 
six months of your life. So you never forget them, and you 
never just let them go off into the ether and you’re always 
concerned about them. The other Frankenstein fi lms that 
are around, I know Guillermo del Toro’s talking about one, 
which would be a bit… scary! But it does seem like we move 
through vampire stages and through zombie stages and, you 
know, I think

Frankenstein is the sort of thing that’s been left dormant for a 
little while and it’s one of those things that somehow a couple 
of producers in Hollywood have the same idea at the same 
time, you know. So, I don’t think this’ll get lost in the mist. I 
think it stands on it’s own. If someone comes out with another 
Frankenstein fi lm, to me it’s like someone coming out with 
another vampire fi lm. There seems to be room for different 
interpretations of the story. And certainly with I, Frankenstein, 
the story is a very layered one, and it is open to interesting 
interpretations, and our interpretation is that Frankenstein’s 
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bit. And then after, according to some phone calls I had this 
morning, I’ll either be in London doing a fi lm or I could be in 
Cape Town doing a fi lm. So, it becomes… it’s diffi cult not 
knowing what’s going on six months from now. But you do 
need to have a very understanding family.

AC:  And so do you call Australia your home, or is that 
now somewhere else in the world?

RE:  Depends who I’m talking to, to be quite honest. It’s a 
little cheat thing… sometimes the people in LA only want to 
talk to you if they know that you’re in LA, even if you’re just on 
a phone or Skype, and sometimes if you’re talking to people 
in Australia, if they think that you’re in LA, they think that you 
won’t be able to do their job, so sometimes you have to kind 
of…

AC:  Where are you now while we’re Skyping? Really??? 
[both laugh]

RE:  I’m actually in Berlin. [laughs]. It is true, the fact is you 
need to be in the place where the decisions get made, not 
where the movies get made. And at the moment, LA is that 
place. So that means I go to the place where the decisions 
get made, but I’m pretty much sure the movie’s not going to 
get made there. Much as I like shooting in LA. Shooting in LA 
has an amazing history and it goes very deep and they are 
more respectful of its fi lmmaking history than a lot of people 
realise. Like for example, I was shooting on Stage16 at Fox 
in LA recently and they have little plaques on the outside of 
the stage telling you which fi lms have been shot there. And 
the stage you’re shooting on is the same stage where they 
shot Fantastic Voyage and the original Anna and the King with 
Yul Brynner, and Hello Dolly… all those fi lms, and you’re kind 
of going, “Wow!” I mean, just the amount of fi lms that have 
gone through those places… and they’re very proud of them, 
they regard them highly, and it’s nice to have that history 
appreciated. 

AC:  You’ve talked about being a second unit DP and 
action DP and now that you’re shooting in your own right, 
are you still keen to go back and do second unit? 

RE:  Always the tempting thing with second unit is that 
collaboration with other cinematographers, which I fi nd so 
enjoyable. I visited the set of the new X-Men fi lm the other 
day, that Tom Sigel is shooting, who I shot second unit for on 
Superman Returns and Valkyrie in Berlin.

He’s a terrifi c guy and I really liked collaborating with him 
on those fi lms and to not have that opportunity again, it’s 
obviously disappointing. But second unit DP offers do come 
up sometimes and I always think about them in those terms. 
It’s not necessarily anything more than that, it’s just very 
enjoyable. Most cinematographers are actually very like-
minded. Their personalities are quite similar in most respects, 
and their passions and interests are often the same as yours. 
So it is nice to collaborate with a like-minded person. And 
that’s one of the things that I’ve really enjoyed about doing 
second unit and it’s also one of the things that I’m reticent 
to move on from. But I think it’d be unlikely if I did another 
second unit DP job, to be quite honest. Unless it was 
someone who I particularly admired and I would do it under 
the appropriate circumstances. Most of the time it’s such 
an enjoyable experience, so it’s hard to kind of just shut that 

Adam more based on the Mary Shelley book, as opposed 
to the stylised version of Frankenstein that we’ve grown 
up with. Is that the visual feel that you have for this fi lm as 
well, or is it more based on the ‘dark horse’ style?

RE:  I think everyone on the fi lm saw this as a continuation of 
the Mary Shelley story… just going on the premise that Adam 
would have longevity. That literally something in the way he is 
built means that he essentially doesn’t diminish, he doesn’t 
die. And how would someone like that… how would that 
person exist and what position would that person take in the 
real world, in a contemporary world? Again, it’s that story… 
he doesn’t necessarily become the super hero and he doesn’t 
necessary become the saviour of mankind either. He exists 
in this world where he is neither a man nor a machine. He 
literally has a completely different set of parameters in terms 
of how he’s living his life. He becomes a thinking being, but 
he’s incredibly resentful of spirituality in any form, because it 
doesn’t apply to him. He doesn’t need any faith because he 
knows who made him. He just believes in truth. But in our 
story truth is not necessarily a nice thing.

AC: You haven’t shot anything in Sydney since 2006. Is 
that through choice, or is it just that you were following 
the work? And was it nice to be back on home ground?

RE:  IIt is actually nice to be shooting in Sydney, yes, I 
hadn’t shot anything in Sydney since 2006, and that literally 
was just like, yeah, following the work. At this point, the 
fi lm-making community is pretty international. All the people 
I know who are making fi lms are spread far and wide at the 
moment. Some are in Ireland working on fi lms, some are in 
London working on fi lms, some are in Canada and United 
States…

my next fi lm is in South Africa. We went through a very, very 
busy period here shooting a lot of international fi lms and a lot 
of people, a large number of local technicians, gained a huge 
amount of great experience and contacts, and that means 
that they moved on to work on fi lms in all parts of the world. 
It’s more of a necessity thing. Unfortunately, the economic 
conditions change and fi lm-making fashion changes. Our 
exchange rate makes it incredibly diffi cult for international 
productions to shoot in Australia, and also fashionably… for 
some reason London is a particularly fashionable place to 
shoot a fi lm at the moment. Economics tend to be the initial 
driver and then beyond that it’s sort of random. I have been 
involved in some meetings where literally a decision gets 
made to shoot somewhere because two or three people have 
said, “Oh, there’s a really great coffee shop in that place.” You 
know, it’s… it’s true, it’s absolutely true. It comes down to 
luck sometimes, or someone just gets a good feeling about a 
place, and you end up in New Zealand or Bulgaria, Romania, 
London… It’s a strange business to be in now. I think it’s been 
diffi cult and it’ll probably get more diffi cult. And the same thing 
happens to technicians in Los Angeles. Those who live in Los 
Angeles don’t shoot in Los Angeles. They shoot in Louisiana 
or Atlanta or Vancouver…

AC: And how has that affected your family, you family life?

RE:  It does make it diffi cult, there’s no doubt about that. But 
my family tends to travel with me a reasonable amount, and 
that has proved reasonably successful to this point. We’re 
all heading off to Los Angeles tomorrow for a month and a 
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down for the rest of my career.

AC : Looking forward, is there a style of fi lm that 
you’re wanting to shoot?
One that you haven’t had the chance to yet?

RE:  Oh yeah! [laughs] It’s interesting. It’s sort of like, and 
everyone is the same with this, the kind of fi lms that you’d 
really like to do are the fi lms that you know you’re probably 
never going to get. I mean, I’ve spent a lot of time on very 
large sets, with very large budgets, but then you look at fi lms 
like Lost in Translation shot by Lance Accord and you go, “Oh 
my God! I would love to shoot that fi lm.” Or, as everybody else 
does, you look at when Roger Deakins shoots for the Cohen 
Brothers and you look at those fi lms and go, “Oh my God, I 
wish I could have done those fi lms.” 

My goal is to simplify… to distil everything down into a very 
straight line, a very intense package, and use that knowledge 
to bring something to a movie. I’ve been through all those 
phases of fi fty-foot camera cranes and visual effects and 
things. I think just distilling all the knowledge you have down 
into a very intense package that can deliver something to a 
story is what I’m looking for. Like I say, I think the story telling 
in a fi lms like Lost in Translation and Django Unchained is 
just so superb, it really is. The other thing is that reaction to 
the big machine. You know, I love the story about Roman 
Polanski and Bill Fraker, when they shot Rosemary’s Baby… 
the entire fi lm was shot on one lens. Being able to do 
that takes an awful lot of skill and an awful lot of craft and 
intelligence. And they’re the sort of things that I think would 
be wonderful to see in the future. Even though we are getting 
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saturated with technology, it’s using that new technology and 
its associated cost savings to really simplify a shoot. And 
rather than increasing the amount of technology we have on 
a set, actually decreasing it, because you don’t need all that 
padding and back-up… you know, all the ‘just in-cases’ that 
you needed before.

There’s a fi lm coming up which I’m considering, and I’ve 
talked to the director about one camera, three lenses... shoot 
the whole fi lm with one camera and three lenses. And we 
have a very small crew to make ourselves very, very mobile, 
which means that if the light’s not right, you can go back 
the next day and it’s not going to cost the production huge 
amounts of money. The way that Chris Doyle works with 
Wong Kar Wai is, in my world, Nirvana. Basically, if it’s not 

working, you stop and you go back on another day, and you 
make sure it works the next time. It’s fl exible and it’s entirely 
focused on the best work possible. Their priority is what is on 
the screen and not what is on the call sheet or what’s in the 
budget!

AC:  I could go on for a hundred more pages chatting 
to you, but I know I have to let you go and pack for 
wherever you’re supposedly going… from wherever you 
supposedly are! So thank you so much for your time 
Ross.

All images supplied by Fox Film Australia and Lakeshore 
Entertainment.

f
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Shooting while being shot at....
    DOP Rob Brown

“I guess the only way that I feel 

I can help is to shoot the images 

that tell their stories. 

Hopefully it makes a difference.”
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When I was doing research for this article, I quickly worked 
out that we may know Rob Brown’s news stories, but we 
don’t know a lot about him and how he gets those award 
winning images. 

Google Rob Brown and there are not a lot of leads. Even 
IMDB comes up empty. So I asked him if I could do a story 
about him for AC Magazine and if he could send me some 
background info about himself and some photos. 

So he sent an old article about himself and it had me riveted 

to the spot and the images he sent of himself on location 
were overwhelming. If I had to sum him up on those alone, 
I would describe him as a news cameraman with the skills 
of both James Bond and MacGyver, the tenacity of GI Joe 
mixed in with a little bit of fox cunning, and along with that, 
an extraordinary fl exibility and endurance to jet off anywhere 
in the world, at the drop of a hat, to gather amazing news 
images. His story needed to be told. 

AC:  So Rob, when we fi rst spoke about doing this article 
you were in Adelaide. That’s not the case now. Where are 
you Skyping from at the moment?

RB:  I’m in Johannesburg. I’ve been here from… today’s 
what’s… is it Friday? I think it’s Friday. I’ve got no idea what 
day it is because they all just blend into one. I’ve been here 
a week tomorrow and it’s one of those 22-hours-a-day-and-
sleep-if-you-can jobs… that’s if you’re not still on Australian 
time.  It’s about Nelson Mandela, he’s been put back into 
hospital, so it’s been a frantic week. I’d come over here to 
do a bit more reccy work and logistical planning for the 7 
Network. We’re organising a major broadcast for when he 
dies, and I’m over here to make it happen, with live, rolling 
coverage from possibly four crews. It’s a massive task; 
working in another country, in another time zone, in Africa! It’s 
diffi cult at the best of time, but… I was only here for a day and 
a half before he was put into hospital, so that kind of changed 
the plans for what I was here to do, so we shifted it back to a 
news story basically. It’s a bit of a media circus - that’s putting 
it mildly. It started when I got here. I’ve been here since last 
Thursday, he was put into hospital Saturday morning, Sunday 
there was maybe 3 satellite dishes and 5 cameras outside, 
now there’s, I don’t know, 18 satellite dishes and 65 cameras. 
It’s horrendous, just out of control. And he hasn’t died yet! 

AC:  When it does happen… !

RB:  Yeah, well that’s exactly why I came over here; we 
know how big the story’s going to be. So I’ve organised four 
different live positions with equipment for all 4 locations, with 
camper vans etc… logistically it’s a freaking nightmare. 

AC:  Let’s backtrack a little Rob. You’re with Channel 
7 here in Adelaide. When did you become a news 
cameraman and why news?

RB:  I started at Channel 7 in Adelaide a very long time ago, 
in the production department. I was doing studio work, 
live broadcasts, sports, you know. And then Channel 7 in 
Adelaide got sold to Channel Ten and they did a swap - it 
could only happen in Adelaide, as a lot of things do. They 
lost a lot of the programming and the studio work sort of 
dried up, so basically you would sit and wait all day just to 
do news, so I decided to move to the news department at 
the newly branded ADS 10 and stayed there for a while and 
quite enjoyed it… every day doing different stories, different 
locations, totally different to the studio work that I had been 
doing. I found it very interesting. I was hooked, I think, from 
the fi rst job I did.

AC:  So how much time do you spend in Adelaide versus 
overseas in a year?

RB:  Ahhh, it varies, but it has been as much as nine months 
overseas. Just the past fi ve years, I reckon sometimes I’ve 
spent eight to nine months a year overseas. On a quiet year 
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it’d be six months away and six months at home, so half 
and half.  Before I started at Channel 7 I’d never been to Bali 
(Indonesia), but when Shappelle Corby and the Bali nine were 
arrested, I spent  fi ve months there that year, so… that’s just 
one country.

AC:  And what sort of notice do you get for an overseas job?

RB:  It varies. It can be anything from a week to two hours; 
my wife’s very understanding. I have pretty much three rooms 
in the house, including upstairs, that are full of pelican cases, 
totally dedicated to equipment. I came to South Africa with 
only 75 per cent of my kit, because I was coming here without 
a journo to just do logistical planning that I hadn’t fi nished 
six weeks earlier. So I thought, well I’ll just take my basic kit 
without lots of lights and bits and pieces. A light weight kit, I 
should say, which I don’t normally travel with. And I was here 
for a half a day and things changed, so on the phone to my 
wife yesterday I said, “Go upstairs, pelican case, it’s a, you 
know, 1560”, and she goes, “Yeah, righto, what does that 
mean?” And you’re trying to describe the case to her… I’m 
lucky that my wife’s very understanding and she supports 
what I do. So she handles what goes on back there.

AC:  You’ve covered some of the world’s worst natural 
disasters. How do you go about getting in to those areas 
and dealing with the sheer magnitude of it all and the 
aftermath?

RB:  Yeah, I mean they’re big stories at the time, and Aceh 

was probably one of the biggest ones that we’ve covered in 
respect to natural disasters. There’s been several earthquakes 
since then in Indonesia, and Aceh was certainly an eye-
opener for me. I left Australia a couple of days after Boxing 
Day to get there and I don’t think anything can prepare you for 
what’s in store for you. We tried to get on a fl ight from Medan 
into Aceh and there were lots of journos and crews waiting 
to get in there, so you have to basically go with very little kit. 
We arrived with a camera, a battery charger, four tapes, a 
lap top and not much else. Once we got in there we had no 
food after about day two, so… It’s pretty much make it up as 
you go and try to work to the deadline, fi le a story and do the 
best you can, and not be sort of, I don’t know… be put off 
on what’s around you. And in Aceh there were thousand and 
thousands of people killed; it was one of the worlds largest 
natural disasters and… and that was hard to deal with.

AC:  A lot of your work is in war torn countries around the 
world. Your photos alone capture these intense situation. 
How do you overcome the fear?

RB:  I don’t know… there certainly is fear and… you’re 
probably a little bit blasé about it, but it goes back to a lot 
of the time you’re just thinking, ‘How can I frame that shot?’ 
How can I capture this? You don’t tend to worry; well I don’t 
tend to worry too much about the danger. I always tend to 
have an exit plan. If I know that I’m going somewhere that’s 
extremely dangerous, the less time I spend there the better. 
I’ve been to Afghanistan and Iraq lots of times and it’s always, 
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if you’re going somewhere  extremely dangerous, under 
fi re, it’s, “OK, we’ve got a plan. We’re going to spend thirty 
minutes and then move somewhere else. You’re in a car, 
you’ve got to be hidden in the back of a car in a lot of these 
places; as a Westerner you can’t be seen. You’ve got to get 
in, jump out, tripod set, and bang, bang, bang. Because the 
longer you’re there, as soon as someone sees you they’re 
on a phone, so, who are they calling? You’re always aware of 
what’s going on around you, and you can’t afford to sit there 
and wait for something else to happen. You just have to get 
in, do the job and move on and hope that things go you’re 
way. It’s a lottery! Basically it comes down to the more time 
you spend there, odds are that something’s going to happen.

AC:  You’re a very unlucky lottery winner, which is a 
good thing. There was an article written about you being 
kidnapped in Cairo in 2011. What happened and what 
was going through your mind in the back of that car?

RB:  Yeah, it was a situation where I had wrongly read the 
situation in Cairo. I’d actually gone in to the country with 
Adrian Brown, a correspondent who I travel with quite a bit, 
and we were staying at a hotel that was very close to where 
the action was, close to Tahrir Square. Most of the journos 
and crews had been informed that the hotel was going to be 
burnt down, so the night before there was this mass exodus 
of crews. But Adrian and I decided, along with some guys 
from ITN and the BBC, that we were going to stay, we weren’t 
worried about it. We thought, you know, we could shut off the 

stairwells and block off anybody who was going to attempt 
to overtake the hotel. So, in the morning I had organised a 
security guard and we needed another room. The hotel wasn’t 
issuing any more rooms, because they wanted journos to 
leave. So I knew that a mate from Channel Ten was staying 
in a hotel about four kms away and he still had his room key 
from this hotel. So in the morning I jumped in a cab, went 
to his hotel and had breakfast with him got his key. As he 
handed it over he said, 

“Oh, I just want to tell you what happened to me yesterday. 
He said. “I was just going across the bridge from this hotel, 
had a little fl ip cam with me and… got the shots I needed and 
coming back over the bridge my taxi got stopped, some guys 
jumped in, hijacked the cab, took me into the back streets…  
it was horrendous. There were people getting bashed, cable 
ties, etc,” and he thought it was the end; that he was not 
going to make it. So he’s just basically jumped out of the 
car and ran, all the way back to the hotel. Got away. So I’m 
thinking, “That’s really bad, you know, terrible.” I got the room 
key from him, got into the taxi that was waiting for me, but the 
taxi driver took a different route back to my hotel which was 
only four kms up the road. We’re driving through the back 
streets and I thought, “I’m not really sure about this”, and then 
we turned a corner and I could see a group of guys who were 
basically vigilantes, standing on the side of the road. As the 
taxi pulled up I tried to hide my face. They spotted me and  
because I was a westerner, they stopped the taxi, pulled me 
out at knife point: “What are you doing here?” All that sort of 
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stuff. I thought, “Oh, this is not going to end well!” I had my 
camera, hard drive and lap top with me and they wanted to 
go through all the bags and all that sort of stuff and I thought, 
“This is defi nately not going to end well”, because I had lots of 
vision on the hard drive that I’d shot the night before. Anyway 
they stopped hassling me, bundled me into the back of the 
car, two guys either side of me with knives, and I’m going, 
“Doesn’t look good. These knives don’t look that sharp, so 
it could be a pretty messy affair.” And I just kept saying to 
them, “Australian, Australian”. You know, “Friends”. Showed 
them my Australian passport. More back streets and the guys 
in the back kept threatening and pushing the knives into me 
and I’m just smiling and trying to make light of the situation. 
They pulled over at a military check point and I’m trying to get 
out of the car and they’re dragging me back in, so I’m going, 
“Oh yeah, it’s not going real well.” At the military check point, 
one of them got out and a soldier got in the back seat, spoke 

a bit of English and said, “Ok, you’re coming with us.” We 
drive around a corner, another two or three bends, pulled up 
at a building, get taken out of the car into a building, which 
was the military police headquarters, and they proceeded to 
go through my bag and wanted to know what was on the 
camera. I had lots of stuff on there that I didn’t want them to 
see, so the next two hours was me trying to hide what I had 
on the camera, what I had on the laptop. They took me up 
to the second level and got some IT experts to try and break 
into the hard drive. It was a fi nger print protected thing, so it 
was…It was a pretty harrowing few hours, but I managed to 
get away with not revealing what I had on the hard drive or 
what I had on the camera. The camera that I had is the one 
that I’m using now and it has cards and tapes, so I handed 
over the tape which had nothing on it, but I still had the cards.

AC:  When you say nothing on it…
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RB:  Well what I had on the tape, is… well, what I normally 
do when I go into some countries is I just shoot a bit of 
general vision and it just looks like touristy-type stuff, so 
there’s nothing derogatory. So it just looks like a tourist tape, 
you know, pretty pictures of the city. So, if you get pulled 
over you say, “Ok, yeah, you want the tape” and you just 
hand it over. Whereas the camera has two different types 
of recording and the main vision’s on the cards. They don’t 
retrieve that; they’ve only got the tape, and they think they’ve 
got your vision, whereas what they’ve got is what you’ve 
planted there for them to see. Not what you don’t want them 
to see. I managed to do the same with the hard drive. The 
guy couldn’t get in to the hard drive so they made me… I 
had to open up my Mac and connect it, but I made sure that 
the project on the computer was the same as the project on 
the tape. So as soon as he took his eyes off, I took it straight 
back to the desktop and showed him fi les there that were just 

touristy pics. So it was about two hours of stress, and I knew 
I had a live shoot coming up in forty-fi ve minutes time, so I 
had to get out of there, get in the car, go through another two 
check points and get back to the hotel. And when I get back 
Adrian’s like, “Where have you been?” and I’m, “Oh, it’s a long 
story. Let’s just get this live done. It’s ok, don’t worry about it.”

AC:   Do you think about your own safety fi rst and then 
about getting the story? And where does the safety of 
your camera equipment fall in amongst all of that?

RB:  I do tend to think about my correspondent fi rst. I travel 
with Adrian Brown most of the time and I look after him as 
best I can because, I guess they don’t really care about 
the cameraman so long as the correspondent’s ok, but the 
cameraman’s the second most important person, because 
without the pictures you can’t tell the story. So, it’s one of those 
things that… I tend to think of myself last. I’m always thinking 
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of how to keep him safe, how to keep the camera safe, how 
to shoot it, get the story, make the deadline. If we haven’t got 
a satellite we’re using the internet or a satellite modem. It’s a 
drama. We’re always racing against the clock. And that’s the 
worst part, I think, running out of time is the killer.

AC:  So high stress.

RB:  Oh yeah. Very high stress, depending on where you are 
in the world. But time is always against you. Always.

AC:  You mentioned your wife, Vicky, and you’ve got two 
daughters as well. How do they deal with the whole on- 
the-road-life-threatening life that you lead?

RB:  Yeah… My wife is very, very understanding of what I do 
and luckily she doesn’t watch the news that much, which is 
great because she doesn’t really know what’s going on. But 
I have had a couple of incidents in the past couple of years 
when they were actually watching the news; I was in Lebanon 
and there was a mortar attack. We were travelling very close 
to the Israeli border, in a refugee sort of area, and it was cut 
off - the Israelis were attacking Hezbollah - and the story that 
we had fi led was that there was a mortar attack on a group of 
journalists who were heading back from Southern Lebanon to 
a place called Tire. A German TV crew was in front of the car 
that I was in and they were hit by an Israeli mortar. We got a 
fl at tyre and I made the driver pull over to change it. We were 
in the middle of nowhere and if we hadn’t stopped to change 
it, the tyre would have been destroyed, then we would have 
had nothing. So the German crew in front got hit, they were 
injured, they were taken to hospital, we fi led the story - long 
story short - we fi led the story back to Australia. When it went 
to air in Adelaide, the newsreader misread the introduction 
and what he read was that an Australia crew were the only 
ones who survived a mortar attack, so friends watching at 
home are going, “Oh my God, what’s happening?” So my wife 
had 45 phone calls “What’s happened to Rob?” That caused 
a lot of problems at home. But the girls are cool with it and 
Vicky’s cool with it. I try to not tell them what’s going on until 
I’m back, then I can explain it properly.

AC:  I guess Skype would play a massive role in being 
able to see and talk to them?

RB:  Yeah. It’s certainly a lot different these days to just a 
mobile phone or a text message. You can actually see each 
other. It’s fantastic.

AC:  Just touching back on your reporter. How do you and 
the reporter go about shooting a news story and what 
kind of relationship do you have to have with the reporter?

RB:  Oh look, I’m very lucky in that all the reporters who I travel 
with are very good at what they do. I respect what they do and 
they respect what I do. I’m working with Chris Reason on the 
Mandela job, and he’s fantastic. A working relationship is just 
so important. If you hate each other, it’s just not going to work. 
I think it comes down to the product we produce. I love my job 
and I certainly enjoy working with the guys who I work with. 

AC:  A lot of your stories depict war and natural disasters, 
and as is obvious from your images, they’re on a scale that 
we can only pretend to comprehend. How do you deal 
with the horrifi c things that unfold in front of your lens.

RB:  Yeah, well, I guess it is diffi cult. I think the lens hides 

a bit of it, but yeah, I’m certainly affected by it. Aceh was a 
very good example. That was very diffi cult to cope with and I 
struggled for a long time post-Aceh. The war zones… I was 
in Libya last year, and Cairo… those sort of places that… it’s 
very diffi cult. You just want to know how you can help, and I 
guess the only way that I feel I can help is to shoot the images 
that tell their stories. Hopefully it makes a difference.

AC:  Where do you draw the line? Or is there a line that 
you won’t cross to get that picture?

RB:  Yeah, I guess you’ve got to draw the line on what you 
do if there’s too much of a risk…I mean, really, really risky… 
you’ve got to discuss it with your colleagues and say, “Look, 
I think this is worth doing” or “I don’t think it’s worth doing” 
and it’s always, “What’s the possibility that it could go wrong?” 
In the really tough situations, like Afghanistan and Iraq and 
certainly Libya, I don’t have problems with taking security with 
me. So, it’s always a group discussion, and I’m not a cowboy 
who goes, “Yeah, we’re defi nitely going in and we’re defi nitely 
getting this shot”.  And I think the decisions that I have made 
have been the right ones and we’ve always got the stuff that 
we needed and pulled out at the right time. But there have 
certainly been incidents. In Baghdad a few years ago, we 
were staying in a hotel and the level above ours got hit by 
rockets and it made a good mess of the hotel. Lucky it wasn’t 
one fl oor down, or we wouldn’t be doing interview now. 

AC:  We’ve talked about it a bit, but how do you distance 
yourself when it comes to capturing the images and your 
own personal feelings about what you’re fi lming?

RB:  I guess becoming emotionally attached to what’s going 
on… I guess the hardest part for me is the children. I was 
in Africa last year, through Kenya, Somalia and the Dadaab, 
the largest refugee camp in the world and the amount of 
poverty…Women who have walked from Somalia for fi ve days 
with children and arrive with only two. You know, you just…
at the end of the day you fi nd yourself going, “Far out, I can’t 
believe this. It’s 2012.” Back then it was 2012. “Is this really 
happening?” It’s hard to contemplate but, I don’t know, you 
just get on with it. File the story, because you’re working to a 
deadline and the next day another story. Try and move on. It’s 
hard, it’s harsh but, you know, you have to deal with it.

AC:  So, do you think it’s important for viewers to see it all 
so they can truly understand what people in that situation 
are going through?

RB:  Absolutely. What I try and do is give the most accurate 
event of what’s happening at that time, without editing things out 
and changing what people say or editing grabs together. I always 
edit grabs that are succinct; I don’t just put things together 
because I just don’t agree with that sort of thing. So the pictures 
tell the story and I think the good stories, I’m hoping people think 
the stories that I do are good, you can turn down the sound and 
look at the pictures, and they tell the story themselves.

AC:  Is what you edit what ends up on screen?

RB:  That’s correct. What I shoot and cut and send is 
completed. So the only time that I would send something 
back that’s not complete is if something else’s happened. I’m 
currently in Johannesburg and Pretoria, so I’m covering both 
cities, and if something is inserted from another part of the 
country, well then I don’t have control over what’s inserted 
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back in Australia, but normally I would fi le a completed story. 
So I shoot it and I edit it and submit a completed story.

AC:  So being an editor as well, helps you when you’re 
shooting?

RB:  Absolutely. I think that cameramen who edit learn 
from having the ability to abuse themselves when they’re 
sitting at their laptop cutting it. “Oh, you idiot! Why didn’t 
you pan left instead of panning right”, or , “I needed another 
shot.” You know, what you needed to complete the story. 
And that comes with a good working relationship with your 
correspondent; you’re actually discussing it as you’re shooting 
or have done at the beginning of the day, “Ok, we need this 
part of the segment. We’re going to do this, this and this.” 
You’re not story boarding it. - you know you don’t have that 
luxury - but you’re trying to work out what you’ve got, element 
wise, to complete the story. 

AC:  When you were told to pull out of Baghdad by 
Channel 7, in the lead-up to the fall of Saddam Hussein, 
tell us what you did instead.

RB:  Yeah, that was a very interesting time. I was with Geoff 
Parry in Baghdad and we felt that we were still quiet safe. 
Everything was under control. At the time, there was a CEO 
of Channel 7 who clearly watched too many other news 
bulletins and feared that she was putting her staff in danger 
and she couldn’t sleep at night. So we were ordered out of 
the country, which we were disgusted with. We travelled back 
to Amman, Jordan, jumped on a plane and went to Kuwait, 
and then I just proceeded to rent a car, put a roof rack on 
it, bought a generator, sat phones, you know, completely 
kitted ourselves out with tents and food and everything to 

last for probably two or three weeks, and headed straight 
to the border of Southern Iraq and waited until we could get 
across the border… and in the end stayed inside the country 
for nearly three months. Yeah it was a long time… it was a 
good time. It was before they started kidnapping journalists. 
Although, having said that, they did actually kidnap… when 
we got inside there was a News Limited photographer and 
journalist who were setting up next to us inside the port of 
Umm Qasr and they actually got kidnapped. 

AC:  Didn’t that make you feel that you were in an 
unsafe place, when the people camping next to you got 
kidnapped?

RB:  They took a wrong turn and that’s what it turned out 
to be. It’s the luck of the draw. You can push the envelope a 
bit too far, and these guys did, and they were missing for… I 
think nine days. Ended up in Baghdad, which is about 400ks 
North. They were extremely lucky to get away with their lives. 
They lost a fair bit of gear, but they got out. You can replace 
the gear but not your life. At the time we didn’t really think 
about it. We just went, “Oh, that’s a bit weird they didn’t come 
back.” and I was the one that packed up their tent, but we 
didn’t think to much about it at the time. 

A couple of years later there were still crews going in and out 
of Baghdad. I think I’d been in eight or nine times, and then 
it became very diffi cult moving inside the country. You were 
an absolute target if you were a westerner. You had to go in 
disguise and windows of the car had to be blacked out and 
you couldn’t go in a new car, it always had to be a beaten up 
black Mercedes, covered in mud. And the same thing  - if you 
were looking to shoot something you’d literally have minutes - 
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so pretty much two shots and then move on. Back then it was 
a very diffi cult country to do a story in.

AC:  I bet they love it when you turn up and say “I want to 
rent that old car over there, the one that’s really bombed 
out and horrible.”

RB:  Yeah, well this came up the other day. I was in the Sydney 
offi ce and the boss said something to me about car hire, and 
I said, “No, no, the best one I’ve had is in 2006”. I landed in 
Lebanon to cover the… ’this is what I was talking about earlier 
the fl at tyre and the guys that got hit by mortar on the way 
back from far south of Lebanon.’ I wanted to hire a car and 
obviously the war was going on and no one would hire a car. 
The hire car company said, “Where are you going to take the 
car”. “Just around Beiruit. Not going anywhere else.” And they 
said, “No worries”, here’s the credit card thing, swipe that”. 
And well it’s… I’m going to have to pay for the car, 50,000 
USD dollars, and I still have the credit card bill. If I didn’t return 
the car, they were just going to make me pay for it. So, I told 
that to the boss in Sydney the other day and he went, “You 
never told me about that”, and I went, “I wonder why?”

AC:   When you get back to Australia, what is your escape 
to wind down and deal with what you’ve seen.

RB:  I go up North with my mates, shooting feral goats; that’s 

pretty much it. Sitting around 
a camp fi re in the middle of 
nowhere, having a few drinks and 
then the next morning go out and 
shoot some more feral goats. Do 
boy things.

AC:  Ahhh boy things, like I 
know that you get the chance 
to both shoot and attend some 
of the most amazing sporting 
events around the world. 

RB:  I do, I’ve been lucky enough 
to have done… gee since Atlanta 
‘96, I’ve done quite a few Olympic 
games, summer and winter.  I 
think I’ve done fi ve Summer 
Olympics and two Winter 
Olympics and a Commonwealth 
Games. They are horrendously 
long hours and it’s pretty much a 
marathon because although the 
Olympics only go for a 12 day 
period, for that sort of job we’re 
normally in the country two weeks 
before that. So for me it usually 
ends up being a fi ve week job and 
if you push yourself too hard in 
week one or two, you just crash 
in a heap. You’ve just got to try 
and build up to it. It’s quite funny, 
because there’s always a new 
journo who goes to the Olympics, 
and they want to do this and 
that; they want to do everything 
and they burn out… their voice 
is gone or their knackered after 

ten days, and you go, “Hang on, we’re not even half way 
down the runway.” So, it’s diffi cult, but it’s fantastic. It’s a real, 
real privilege to be asked to cover an Olympic Games, and 
with the Seven Network, you don’t ask to do an Olympic 
Games, you get asked to do it, you get selected, so I’m pretty 
privileged to have done fi ve summers. It’s a huge honour to be 
able to do it.

AC:  What about your camera equipment. How do you 
decide what you must take and what is excess?

RB:  I’m the king of excess! I think I travel with the most 
equipment, apart from our colleagues at Sunday Night. 
They have dollies and all that sort of stuff. I try to travel with 
as much stuff as I can fi t on one trolley through an airport, 
because a lot of the time I travel by myself and I don’t have 
the luxury of a journo being able to help out with transits 
through airports and stuff like that, so it’s really diffi cult. But, 
gear for me… I travel with two laptops, two main cameras, 
I’ve got an A camera, and a B camera and then I travel with a 
couple of GoPros, two lots of audio… I’m the backup king, so 
there’s pretty much two of everything, apart from my tripod. 
So lots of gear. 100 kilos is pretty much standard for me. 
Sometimes it’s 140kg. 

AC:  So excess baggage at the airport, they’re just 

Bali Bombers funeral
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rubbing their hands together?

RB:  Yeah, normally we have a deal with Qantas that we get 
nine pieces of luggage, so I exploit that to the maximum. But 
the most I’ve paid for excess baggage is $10,500 Australian 
dollars, and that was from Dubai back to Australia after the 
Gulf War, and I had already freighted back 170 kilos, so… 
that’s a lot! The guys from Sunday Night, who I have worked 
for a few times, they’ve got massive lighting kits and dollies 
and trains and jibs and stuff like that, but I can’t justify that 
sort of equipment for news. But they shoot stuff well.

AC:  You don’t have the luxury of getting out of the car, 
setting up a jib arm and shooting a missile attack and 
then getting back in the car and driving off. It doesn’t 
allow you that?

RB:  No, it doesn’t allow that. Defi nitely not. I mean, I should 
invest in a 5D or that sort of thing, that would certainly help 
out. The camera I’m talking to you on now is what I managed 
to get into Egypt so when I was abducted in the car, apart 
from several items that were locked up in customs storage at 
Cairo airport, I managed to get this camera plus my BGAN 
which is a little satellite, modem phone, plus some bits and 
pieces smuggled through too, but in Egypt they’re not very 
friendly with TV crews, especially when there was dramas 
against the Government. It’s happened a few times - I’d been 
into Lebanon a couple of years ago and they confi scated all 
my gear, apart from a couple of small cameras, so it makes it 
hard. 

AC:  With the GoPro’s that are out now, how versatile are 
they?

RB:  Oh, awesome. You’ve got to have at least two, and I’ve 
got three. So, yeah.

AC:  I think you’re a person true to my heart. My motto,  
‘Better to be looking at it and than looking for it.’ 
[both laugh]

RB:  Exactly.

AC:  Do you own a lot of your own gear?

RB:  Yep, I do. I mean, Channel 7’s only got basic kit. I own all 
my pelican cases, lots of pelican cases and the camera. This 
is my P2 camera, that’s mine, and microphones… all that sort 
of stuff. All the lights are mine.

AC:  You’ve won countless ACS awards for 
cinematography and I know you’ve covered local stories 
that are tame in comparison to your overseas works, but 
is there one story from the past twenty odd years that has 
really affected you on a personal level.

RB:  Ooh… Ah…. a story in Australia?

AC:  Anything. It could be a story in Australia, or it could 
be one overseas, or a possum rescue or a… [laughs]

RB:  That’s what my wife says to me actually, she says, “So 
now you’re back in Adelaide, you’re probably going to be 
doing cat up a tree-type stuff. Does that appeal to you, or 
not?” She takes the piss out of me all the time.  Um… one 
story that’s affected me…. I don’t know, I mean, certainly the 
Aceh stuff was very tough. I think that really pushed me to the 
limits of what I was capable of doing, because I think I had 
fi ve or six crew with me that I was trying to look out for. These 

days I travel so much, I’m not just a cameraman, camera 
work to me is probably 25 per cent of what I do. There’s just 
so much logistical stuff that is required, out of your twenty 
hour day you spend twenty per cent of it shooting. The rest 
is organising hotels, fl ights, accommodation, translators, 
fi xers, setting up the news, editing… and for me, Aceh was 
horrendously diffi cult because there was nothing. I had to 
organise food, accommodation for fi ve people in the country 
and we were sleeping in tents to start with. In fact when 
two of us fi rst got there, to start with we were sleeping in 
the Governor’s residence. And you had to fi nd food and 
water… so that’s one of the horrendous ones. And I think 
that probably Iraq, that three month stint, was pretty diffi cult 
as well. I did get sick for a few days, which is pretty hard to 
deal with when you’ve got no chance of getting any medical 
attention. So we pretty much winged it. But all those things… 
you’ve got to sort of walk away from the international stuff 
and come back to Adelaide and be grounded, you’re out the 
front of the law courts for a day, and then you’re off doing 
something else, and then you’re shooting dolphins in the Port 
River, it’s varied. That’s why we do what we do, because, you 
know, it’s different. It’s always different. I love my job.

AC:  You’ve served on the local SA Branch as ACS 
President. How long did you do that for and what did it 
mean to you?

RB:  I’m pretty sure I did it for two years, and the only reason 
I stopped being on the ACS committee was because my 
commitments overseas just infringed too much on my ACS 
duties. The worst part about being on the committee is if 
you can’t turn up… I just felt guilty not being able to commit 
and contribute to the Society, which is something that I’m 
passionate about, but if you don’t have time to do it then 
you’ve just got to walk away and let somebody who can be 
there do it. 

AC:  Have you got any advice for any up and coming DP’s 
who want to be news cameramen?

RB:  Yeah, I think Australia’s a very diffi cult market to be able 
to do that, but if you’re keen on doing that sort of stuff I think 
you need to get out of Australia, unfortunately, and probably 
head to the UK, and try your luck over there, because they 
love Australian cameramen. I was only talking to CNN here 
today and they said the London offi ce is staffed by 90 
per cent Australians and NBC also. A lot of the networks 
around the world love Australians because they’re so, I 
think, passionate, hard working, good shooters, and have a 
fantastic work ethic and that’s great. 

END NOTE from Johannesburg 

July 18 was Nelson Mandela’s 95 Birthday, outside the 
Hospital in Pretoria, crowds swell to over 2000 people 
from 8am till almost midnight, I had worked a 21 hr 
day on the 17th, backed it up with a 20 hr day on the 
18th fi ling a story for, Sunrise, Morning News Bulletin, 
Morning Show, 4.30 news & 6pm Bulletin, at 4.40 Friday 
19th, Kevin Rudd held a press conference announcing a 
deal with PNG over asylum seekers, this overtook news 
Bulletins, our 6pm package was dropped that day….
that’s TV news.

f
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From Great Heights
DOP Mike Dillon AM

AC:  I sat down to begin writing my questions to you and 
then found that I was overwhelmed with the amount of 
questions that I wanted to ask. Your life is one of the most 
exciting and rewarding lives that I can say I have read 
about. How did you decide that you wanted to become a 
Cinematographer and of Documentaries?

MD: The most exciting thing I remember about Primary 
School were the afternoons they darkened the hall and 
showed us documentary fi lms. Those fi lms inspired me right 
away to make my own fi lms, but the problem was that I didn’t 
have a camera. So I made a long strip of paper, divided it 
into frames and used my coloured pencils to draw images 
on each frame. I built myself a cinema with my mecchano 
set and wound the fi lm through it. My parents, sister and dog 
were forced to pay a penny each to watch it. My fi rst fi lm, 
made at the age of 11 was called The History of the Earth. 
Unfortunately the Oscar went to another fi lm that year.

It was another ten years before I got to use a camera. I was 
on one of the fi rst treks in the Everest region, and the leader, 
who was fi lming for ABC-TV was struck down by altitude 
sickness. For a while he tried to bravely carry on fi lming 
from his stretcher but then he handed me the camera. I 
loved it, and soon after bought one of the cameras used on 

Skippy the bush kangaroo, an Arrifl ex ST. I got a job fi lming 
a documentary in what was then Portuguese Timor, learnt 
through mistakes such as zooming too much, and then 
set about making my own fi rst documentary about a trek 
in Nepal. I was shooting on Kodachrome 2 fi lm which had 
almost no exposure latitude, so I was totally reliant on my 
lightmeter, one of those half pingpong ball shaped incident 
ones. On day two I sat on it and squashed it fl at, but someone 
bravely bent it back into shape, and I managed to salvage the 
project and even sell the end result to the BBC,

So maybe because all my initial fi lming projects were 
documentaries I developed an addiction to that type of fi lming 
and I am still addicted. Apart from a brief spell on the US 
show Survivor I have been fi lming documentaries, mainly 
wildlife or adventure, all my life.

AC: You have been shooting since 1972, you have 
shot over 100 documentaries in that 40years and 
you are still shooting now. Does each one of those 
documentaries hold a special meaning to you?

MD: They all have special meaning. When you are fi lming 
them they totally consume your life, especially the expedition 
ones. There’s no going home at night to your own bed. You 
leave with the expedition and return home from the expedition 
maybe three months later and in between you are as totally 
consumed in the goal as everyone else, and undergo all the 
same hardships. So they are all unforgettable life experiences. 

AC: How has this kind of life and shooting affected your 
own family life?

MD: I’m married now, and my wife sometimes comes with 
me when circumstances allow, but if I had married young 
and had a family, I think my cv would have been shorter and 
very different. Too many of the fi lms I have done have been 
speculative, especially the expedition ones. Most TV networks 
want you to do it unpaid and to personally bear the risk that 
the climber will reach the summit or whatever the expedition 
goal is, and only then, if the project is successful, will they 
consider it.

The exception was Kerry Packer who took the risk of funding 
the fi rst Australian ascent of Everest and actually paying me 
to fi lm it. Just about all the others have been me gambling 
my own time, often three months of it, in the hope of some 
ultimate fi nancial reward. Sometimes it comes. Sometimes it 
doesn’t.

AC: Do you choose to shoot the stories or did the stories 
choose you to shoot them?

MD: The fi rst of my own projects, the one about Himalayan 
trekking, was my own idea. Like everyone starting out, I 
needed to generate some work for myself just to prove what 
I could do. And once I had proved it, and started to get a bit 
of a reputation as someone who is good at fi lming outdoor 
subjects, then work in that fi eld came more easily to me. 

Mike Dillon during the fi lming of Base Climb 2. Pakistan. 2001
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Mingma Tsering, Sir Edmund Hillary and Peter Hillary in the Everest region. 1980. When we were fi lming this sequence a 
trekker interrupted us and told Hillary that he wasn’t holding his ice axe properly. Hillary said nothing and the trekker went 

off not knowing who he had just instructed.

14 year old Christopher Harris and others climbing 
Denali, America’s Highest Peak 2004

“Those years working with him and the Sherpa people had a 

huge impact on me and ten years ago some friends and 

I set up the Australian Himalayan Foundation to basically 

continue the work Hillary had started.”
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For instance I got the job of fi lming Australia’s fi rst Everest 
Expedition in 1984 because the climbers had seen my work 
and wanted me to fi lm their climb.

One of the best fi lming experiences I had recently happened 
the same way. Tim Cope, who spent three years travelling 
with horses from Mongolia to Hungary, wanted a cameraman 
to join him occasionally and he chose me because as a boy 
he had seen my Everest Sea to Summit fi lm. So I ended up 
travelling with him for fi ve weeks of his Ukraine section and for 
the fi nal 10 days of the trip in Hungary.

AC: Does this happen often, 
that you are chosen because 
someone has seen your work? 
Or do you have to go out and 
still look for it?

MD: I don’t have an agent and 
am a terrible networker but I have 
enough people I have already 
worked for, to keep me well 
enough employed.

AC: I quote

“Michael Dillon is Australia’s leading Cameraman/Director 
of Adventure and Expedition Documentaries. On an 
International level he has won more awards in this fi eld 
than any other individual worldwide.”

What does that mean to you personally?

MD: It’s a nice feeling but none of us are in this profession for 
reasons of vanity. We will never be famous.

I am sure the average man in the street couldn’t name a 
single Australian cinematographer, and certainly not one in the 
documentary fi eld.

We are also probably not in it because we are aware of the 
impact of our work. It’s actually hard for us to internalize 
just how many people actually see our work, as we are not 
normally present when they are looking at it. I remember 
being alone on an airstrip in Nepal minding some gear for an 
Everest Ballooning Expedition I had been fi lming and another 
helicopter landed nearby. Out stepped President Jimmy 
Carter, and he told me he had watched one of my fi lms in 
preparation for his trek. Rare reminders like these help make 
you aware that millions of people do watch and get pleasure 

from our work.

So though we might all 
occasionally get positive 
feedback I think our own 
motivation is based on the fact 
that we are just bloody lucky to 
be in this fi eld, in my case often 
in the outdoors, getting hundreds 
of thousands of dollars of free 
travel, and extraordinary life 
experiences. And best of all, are 
those amazing moments when 

everything goes right, and you nail a great shot under diffi cult 
conditions.

That’s what means the most to me.

AC: Being the Cameraman/Director and Producer of a 
lot of your documentaries obviously has it’s perks but is it 
something that you decided to do or that just felt worked 
the best?

MD: I do a lot of freelance work like everyone else. You get 
a phone call to ask if you are available to fi lm a project you 
had never previously heard of. Sometimes you are asked to 
work with a Director but sometimes you are asked from the 

Filming the fi rst Australian ascent of Everest in 1984. 
Everest the Australian Assault.

“It’s actually hard for us to 

internalise just how many people 

actually see our work, as we are 

not normally present when 

they are looking at it.”



outset to do both jobs, sometimes for budgetary reasons 
and sometimes for logistical reasons. I have just been fi lming 
scientists researching global warming in Nepal at 5000 metres 
and there was room in the helicopters for just one fi lm crew so 
I had to be both Cameraman and director. That happens a lot 
to us all I guess. We often have to do sound as well.

As for Producing my own documentaries, that happened 
partially because I had to produce my fi rst one, write the 
script, everything. Then when I began working with Sir 
Edmund Hillary I was expected to do all that as well... So I 
have ended up making ten or so documentaries, researching, 
organizing, fi lming, scriptwriting, working with editors and 
onwards  through the whole post production process... I 
guess I have spent  several years in editing rooms  watching 
editors at work and that has taught me a lot about the 
ingredients of ideal coverage.

So now I actually enjoy having a multifaceted role. In 
Documentary situations in the fi eld I do prefer to be working 
by myself rather than with a director, certainly in some 
circumstances. When you are covering a real world event like 
a big gathering of some sort, a New Guinea highland Sing 
Sing or whatever, it is much better if you can be left alone. 
Most freelancers are very good at this sort of coverage. 
You get into the zone. There’s a mind map going on in your 
head that leads you from one shot to the next, the coverage 
builds up almost by instinct, and you don’t want a director 
interrupting the fl ow, or in some cases I have heard about, 
grabbing you by the shoulders and steering you around. I 

have however worked with some good directors who let 
you get on with it, but then in a quiet moment mention an 
interesting angle they have noticed or something interesting 
going on off to the side somewhere. But in my experience, 
good directors have been outweighed by bad directors. There 
was one I had in Cuba. Every single day he was half an hour 
late for the morning call. We would just be sitting in our vehicle 
seething with anger. So overall we lost a cumulative day of 
fi lming, lost the beautiful morning light.

AC: You talk about trekking for 4 months over 700 km 
carrying heavy camera gear through what I can only image 
to be both beautiful and dangerous places, how do you 
keep yourself going? What is the driving force behind you?

MD: That particular project was one I actually conceived so 
it’s all my own fault. I had persuaded one of the climbers I 
fi lmed climbing Everest in 1984 that he hadn’t really climbed 
it at all, because he hadn’t started from sea level. After all 
Everest is measured from sea level. So in 1990 we set off 
from the Bay of Bengal in India bound for the Summit, 700 
kilometers away. We did have an escort vehicle for the Indian 
section but I walked with the climber all the way apart from 
4 days when he had to run two marathons a day to get to a 
border post in time. So normally we would walk about 35km 
a day with me carrying my Aaton 16mm camera, a rucksack, 
and a tripod over my shoulder. It’s the only way I could 
operate  if I wanted to catch all the sudden happenings and 
beautiful visual moments. Yes, I was carrying more than the 
climber, and that often happens, but I think that having a job 
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North Col of Everest 2006. 7000metres. 
Everest-the Boy who Dared
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to do and enjoying doing it, cancels out some of the pain.

AC: What kind of cameras do you use for this kind of work?

MD: Basically I choose the best available camera that I have the strength 
to carry all day. From the 1970’s to the 1990’s it was my Arrifl ex ST and 
then a series of Aaton Super 16 cameras. At high altitude in the old days it 
was Canon Super 8 fi lm cameras, some of which were also able to record 
sound.

AC: Shooting on fi lm, how did that affect you, as in how much stock 
were you able to take and how did you care for it once it was shot, I 
am guessing there was no local chemist that could run a roll through 
for you to check rushes.

MD: Yes fi lm stock was very bulky and very very expensive, and you had 
to be very careful that what you shot was going to be meaningful to the 
edit. That was hard on a three months expedition as you had no way in 
advance to rank the ultimate importance of each individual incident. And 
yes, dealing with fi lm in the fi eld was a tremendous strain. There could be 
unknown light leaks, there could have been scratches and we often didn’t 
know until weeks later. During the three month Hillary Ganges Expedition 
we only had one chance to airfreight what we had shot to a lab, and to get 
the telegram two weeks later saying “all okay” was a great relief.

These days I have two Sony EX3 cameras which are terrifi c, and I have 
an Atomos Samurai I attach to them if a producer needs higher bitrates. 
Sometimes they are too heavy for some jobs and if so, I use the Sony 
CX700 with a directional microphone. It too is a fantastic camera and I 
have just walked 260km across the Simpson Desert and done the Kokoda 

trail with one of these cameras just slung around my neck, ready to video 
at a moments notice. I also have GoPros and a pair of sunglasses with a 
camera embedded in them.

I have always owned my own gear. It keeps me poor but sometimes gives 
me an edge in getting jobs and having your own gear is probably the only 
viable way to go fi nancially when dealing with shoots that span over several 
months, as many of mine do.

AC: How has the introduction of Digital affected you and your 
shooting style?

MD: Using fi lm in the fi eld was often diffi cult as you had to go through 
the elaborate procedure of changing the fi lm after either every three or 
twelve minutes of fi nished fi lm, depending on the size of magazine you 
were using. So it’s so much more effi cient to work with video cameras but I 
think some of the shooting disciplines we developed in the fi lm days, when 
dollars disappeared every time we pressed the button, still gladden the 
hearts of editors. I am guessing that we cover things more succinctly.

AC: Are there any camera’s that you are keen to get your hands on?

MD: I have some wonderful very expensive 16mm fi lm lenses which 
were sitting around for years until I got a chance to use them with a SI2K 
camera last year when we were fi lming the Last of the Great Apes project, 
and they were brilliant, especially my Optex Canon 10.5-210mm lens. 
So I am interested to look into the new Blackmagic camera which seems 
compatable with those lenses. If I bought it, it would be about my twentieth 
camera!!

AC: I read the article you wrote on your website about the passing 

“It was the village’s fi rst soccer ball, 

but they quickly got the hang of it.”
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Above: Futbol in Nepal

Left: Opening schoolrooms
 in Nepal.

Right: Michael’s  fi rst documentary,  

The History of the Earth.
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of Sir Edmund Hillary. It is obvious that you had a great 
friend in him and that now continues with his family and 
friends. How did you become involved with Sir Edmund 
Hillary?

MD: In early 1977 someone showed me a newspaper 
article mentioning that Sir Edmund Hillary, the fi rst man to 
climb Everest, was planning a new expedition, by jetboat up 
India’s river Ganges. The article also mentioned that he was 
looking for someone to fi lm it. By then I had made just two 
documentaries, which were both set in the Himalayas, so I 
thought I should at least go through the motions of writing to 
him, though I felt my chances were zero. Anyway I ended up 
getting the job. I heard later that only one other person had 
contacted him, an avant guard fi lmmaker, so he didn’t have 
too much initial choice. So I fl ew to New Zealand and met 
him and he developed enough trust in me to turn down a 
last minute request by Television New Zealand to fi lm it, and 
to stick with me. On the expedition all went well and the fi lm 
I made got sales and awards. So I ended up becoming his 
fi lmmaker and we did about 6 documentaries together over 
the next 25 years. 

AC: Is it the images that you have seen through the lens 
these past 40 years as a cinematographer that has made 
you see that you wanted to make a personnel difference 
to those you were fi lming. As in by helping to fund the 
building of classrooms in Nepal and continuing Hillary’s 
Work?

MD:  Once we fi nished the Ganges jetboat fi lm Hillary and 
I did two fi lms in Nepal, one called Beyond Everest and the 
other a National Geographic Special called Return to Everest. 
The dominant subject matter of both fi lms were the people 
of Everest, the Sherpas, and all the work Hillary was doing in 
their region. During those years Hillary built 30 schools, two 
hospitals, many bridges, airstrips, lots of things. It became 
his lifes work and his greatest source of satisfaction. Even 
when he was eighty years old he was still at it, still struggling 
up the hillsides, getting more exhausted than he ever would 

have been the day he reached the summit of Everest. Those 
years working with him and the Sherpa people had a huge 
impact on me and ten years ago some friends and I set up 
the Australian Himalayan Foundation to basically continue the 
work Hillary had started. We get many requests, some we can 
fund and some we can’t and last year a request came in for 
three classrooms in a remote village. We didn’t have the funds 
for it so I decided to fund that particular one myself.

And that’s where the Futbol comes in.

AC: Tell me about the Futbol. What is it? How is it made? 
Who made it?

MD: The Futbol is an indestructible soccer ball which, 
through some initial investment by the musician Sting and 
corporate sponsorship, is being distributed worldwide to the 
poorest communities free of charge.

AC: How did the Futbol fi nd its way into your hands?

MD: I had never heard of it until I read a small piece in the AC 
magazine last year. You don’t just learn about cinematography 
in the AC magazine!! Anyway, the Editor Dick Marks 
mentioned he was getting  a few in so that cinematographers 
who go to remote locations can take one with them, give it 
to local kids, get some footage of them using it and then let 
them keep it... I was about to go to the Congo to fi lm Great 
Apes but the balls hadn’t come in by then so I fi nally took one 
to Nepal where I went for the opening of the classrooms I had 
funded.

AC: What did it involve capturing these images? 

MD: The opening of the school ended up as a huge event 
that took up many hours of speeches, dancing etc but there 
were a few hours left at the end of the day, some in magic 
light, for the futbol to be presented and tested. It was the 
village’s fi rst soccer ball but they quickly got the hang of it.

AC: What was it like when you saw the faces of the 
children when they received the futbol?
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MD: I don’t know who had 
the most fun. The boys 
loved it, then the girls got 
a go, then the teachers, 
still wearing their suits. The 
decibel scale of laughter that 
afternoon was pretty high.

AC: What is the reward for 
you being involved in the 
charity work that you do in 
Nepal?

MD: It is pretty fulfi lling. I 
think one of the downsides 
of the life we lead is that we 
are often fi lming someone 
else’s dream or documenting 
someone elses life, and 
as professionally satisfying 
as that might be, there is 
often something personally 
lacking, your own life is on 
hold. So being able to make 
a gesture such as funding 
those schoolbuildings, and 
knowing that if you hadn’t 
they wouldn’t be there, it is 
an unexpectedly very good 
feeling, to have made a 
personal difference.

AC: What stories or 
parts of the world do you 
still want to tell us about 
in your documentaries, 
what do you still what to 
conquer?

MD: Having fi lmed Everest 
being climbed from sea level 
I would love to fi lm climbs 
of other mountains from 
sea level. And I would love 
to fi lm a Yeti. The Yeti or 
the Abominable Snowman 
as it is sometimes called 
is not a 20 meter monster 
with three eyes, but it is 
almost identically described 
by people in all parts of the 
Himalaya, who have no 
way of colluding with each 
other, as something that 
looks almost exactly like an 
orangutan but with a more 
pointed head (the same 
shape as a Western Lowland 
Gorillas head). So it is clearly 
a species of great ape and 
there could still be a few 
around in the vast Himalayan 
forests. After all just about no 
one believed in gorillas until 
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Peter Hillary climbs Akash Parbat. 
Ocean to Sky Expedition 1977

Everest sunset“You leave with the expedition

and return home from the 

expedition maybe three months

later, and in between you are as

totally consumed in the goal as

everyone else, and undergo all

the same hardships.”

all the local tales of them existing were proved true in the mid 
19th century.

AC: As a cinematographer, what is your next challenge?

MD: Finding a yeti and then fi nding a pill that allows me to go 
on fi lming until I am a hundred and fi fty.

AC: How have all the years of trekking affected you?

MD: I think it has kept me fi t and I still manage to keep 
up with people of all ages. But I do realize that the pill 
referred to above doesn’t yet exist so if there are any young 
cinematographers reading this with a passion for the subjects 
I fi lm please let me know so I know how to contact you.

AC: Do you have one place that you truly call home?

MD: I’ve spent lots of time in the African bush and strangely 
feel very at home there. It’s a bit weird because others tell 
me they do too. Maybe it has to do with racial memory, as 
mankind originated there. For the same reason I feel very 
much at home anywhere in the outdoors, as that’s where 
humans spent most of their time till recently. I’m so lucky to 
have spent so much time out there.

PAY PEANUTS. GET MONKEYS.

Virtually all the documentaries I have fi lmed have no budget for 
assistants. I think I have worked with human camera assistants 
only about twice in my career. That’s just the way it is.

Sometimes local people will help carry tripods etc and 
sometimes help comes from unusual quarters. I don’t 
know whether it has something to do with my intellectual 
compatibility but I am very attracted to monkeys and apes 
and they to me.

Everes

Mike using Eclair NPR camera to fi lm jetboats entering 
HImalayan section of Ganges. Ocean to Sky Expedition 1977.
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Mike Dillon fi lming Tim Macartney- Snape swimming 
across Ganges. Everest Sea to Summit 1990

Camera Aaton LTR54

Everest Sea to Summit - Eager cinematography students. West Bengal. 1990.
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The Ladies Lounge – what’s that, did I hear you say? Well I’m 
glad you asked, because it’s a number of things, really.

It started a while ago, over a cup of tea, and some emails 
exchanged during the fi nal months before the launch of The 
Shadowcatchers: a history of cinematography in Australia. All 
the pressures of getting the book together were mostly done 
but all the pressures of the launch were well and truly building 
up, like a 747 getting ready for take off.

Earlier in the year Encore magazine had published an 
interview with Australian Cinematographers Society (ACS ) 
National President Ron Johanson about gender equality in 
the fi lm industry. And Ron had expressed a view that women 
cinematographers were doing well, and appeared to be going 
from strength to strength and that was a good thing.

Unsurprisingly, some of us begged to differ with him about 
the “doing well” bit, as we felt from our observations that, 
statistically speaking, women cinematographers have been 
doing poorly for quite a long time. Employment fi gures in the 
fi lm industry are notoriously diffi cult to measure meaningfully 
because of the freelance business model and the large 
number of hours of unpaid work that may lead to paid work, 
etc., etc. Also, it’s diffi cult to establish when someone really 
leaves the industry, as they could just be having a bad run, a 
dry spell, or they may have actually moved on. So getting valid 
employment data is hard. 

But the ACS, being an egalitarian organization that welcomes 
and invites membership (rather than excluding them as some 
international societies tend to do), provides some useful data 
on numbers of cinematographers – or, should we say, on 
professionals who identify themselves as cinematographers.

In 2012 the percentages of women ACS members were:

Student  16.33%

Active members 8.46% 
 (members working professionally)

Full members 3.69% (members who have been 
 active for minimum of 5 years)

Accredited 1.9%

So questions arising from these fi gures are: what happens 
to the approximately 8% of the female student members 
who don’t stay in the ACS, and presumably don’t make 
the transition from student to working cinematographer? 
Obviously, this career development takes several years, but 
given that these fi gures are from 2012, and fi lm courses have 

been big business for well over a decade now, the student 
members from 8 - 10 years ago should potentially be today’s 
professionals – and active members of the ACS. So what has 
happened to them?

More signifi cantly, what has happened to the roughly 4.7% 
active members who perhaps didn’t stay in the business 
long enough to become full members?  This fi gure suggests 
that more women dropped out than stayed working  - that 
is, a statistically signifi cant percentage of women who took 
themselves seriously enough to join the ACS as active 
members have disappeared. Did these women all head for the 
hills to have children, or was it something else? What could be 
the reason?

Historically, women have been active in fi lmmaking from 
its early days to well into the 20th century. They have been 
primarily actors and increasingly producers, directors, and 
writers. But never cameramen. The camera was a strictly 
male only domain right up until the 1960s when Adelaide’s 
Pat Walter became the fi rst woman in Australia to take up the 
camera professionally and shoot news. And Jan Kenny was 
the fi rst female full ACS member in 1979 and the fi rst woman 
to gain ACS accreditation in 1986. 

So the female full membership of the ACS has grown from 0% 
to 3.69% in 33 years. It’s not a lot of growth to show for nearly 
three and a half decades.

WHY DOES IT MATTER?

Some might argue that it doesn’t matter whether or not 
women work as cinematographers. Gender isn’t an issue 
when it comes to cinematography. But others note that there’s 
the sensibility and tone that every cinematographer brings 
to his or her image making, working process and on-set 
relationships. This sensibility is unique to each individual and 
it’s that quality that is sought after by directors and producers 
looking for creative partners to bring depth and resonance to 
their projects.

Figures from Dr M Lauzen (The Celluloid Ceiling: Behind-
The-Scenes Employment of Women on the Top 250 Films 
of 2012, 2013) analyzing the employment data from the 250 
top grossing domestic fi lms in USA, show that the number of 
women cinematographers declined from 4% in 1998 to 2% in 
2012. 

That’s to say, 98% of the 250 top grossing fi lms produced in 
USA in 2012 did not have a female cinematographer.

And the absence of women in behind the camera positions – 
producer, executive producer, director, cinematographer and 
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editor – correlates to a measurable absence of women on 
the screen. In a 2007 study of employment fi gures of women 
in above the line positions Stacy Smith (Gender Oppression 
in Cinematic Content?: A Look At Females On-Screen and 
Behind-The-Camera in Top-Grossing 2007 Film, 2009)  
comments that “on screen gender roles are a function – to 
some degree – of the gender composition of behind-the-
camera workers”. Smith’s Gender Report 2007 indicates that 
when women are present behind the camera, the number of 
actresses in front of the camera increases. For example, in 
that report, in fi lms directed by women, 44% of the characters 
are female, compared to 29.3% when directed by men.

Smith also found that the female characters are more 
complex, interesting and realistic when more women are 
involved in above the line roles. As J N Hunter-Thomas noted 
“Smith’s report demonstrates that when women are employed 
in Above-The-Line positions it represents a broader cultural 
shift”.

When there’s a gender imbalance in the cinematography work 
force, as there is world wide, there’s a loss of the particular 
sensitivities and textures that, as a result of their specifi c life 
experiences, women bring to the story and to the images. 
And there’s also an impact on the working environment and 
the leadership within the camera crew, which can subtly 
inform the way shots are created.

All of these things matter, because that’s a loss of diversity in 
our fi lmmaking gene pool if you like. And that means a loss for 
all of us, as storytellers and audiences, male and female alike.

So why has there been a decrease in the number of women 
in these crucial above the line positions in fi rst decade of this 
century? It will take comprehensive research to investigate 
and formulate some answers. 

But in the meantime in Australia, spurred on and openly 
encouraged by ACS National President Ron Johanson, 
women ACS members have begun to get together to see 
what we can do. We meet once or twice a year to discuss 

matters of particular relevance to women cinematographers 
and the ACS has now invited us to form a Women’s Advisory 
Panel. This means there is a recognised and structured 
channel to provide a voice to women members of the ACS. 
This is an important development by the Society, when it still 
has a signifi cantly small percentage of female members.

So, meanwhile, back to the “Ladies Lounge” question you 
asked earlier - this is where the Ladies Lounge comes in. 
Some readers will get the reference to the genteel lounge in 
the back section of Australian hotels, where women could 
sit in armchairs and sup their gin and tonics away from the 
loud voices and harsh language of the male drinkers (their 
husbands) in the front bar. Plenty of business got sorted in 
the Ladies Lounge, as well as news exchanged - they were 
a world of their own within the world at large. One of my fi rst 
jobs in the 70s was working in the bar of such a Lounge on 
the outskirts of Adelaide, and I loved pouring the beers and 
mixing the brandy and dries. Ironically I was sacked because 
although I agreed to wear a dress, I refused to wear nylon 
stockings and my legs were unacceptably hairy for those 
genteel ladies.

So now the modern-day Ladies Lounge is thoroughly 
contemporary. Being virtual it is unfortunately a dry lounge, but 
nonetheless it is a place where women in cinematography can 
chat and catch up, post news, notices, questions, pictures, 
job ads etc. and generally support one another. The lights are 
low and the friendly atmosphere aims to encourage women 
cinematographers to fully participate both in the ACS and in 
professional work.

The ACS Ladies Lounge is open by invitation to all cine 
women - ACS members, cinematographers, operators, 
camera assistants and cinematography students at every level 
of profi ciency and standing. 

Check out our Facebook page

https://www.facebook.com/groups/357831320932344/

or search out ACS - The Ladies Lounge f
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Cheating Time
DOP Miles Rowland

Setting up the Dynamic Perception dolly in the under-slung mode 
while shooting in Rundle Mall, Adelaide.



Miles Rowland is a young, up and coming DOP who 
already has a long list of credits to his name. 

Starting life out as a Commerce student he found 
himself shooting a Christmas video for his part time 
employer  he was working for, while putting himself 
through school. This led him into the world of training 
videos for Dentistry. Live surgeries, corporate videos 
and commercials. 

I was able to catch up with him and chat about his 
career so far and where he sees it going.

AC: So, Miles Rowland are you a local Adelaide 
boy? The reason I ask is your wonderful Scottish 
Kilt at the National awards kind of gave it away that 
your family roots, might be somewhere else.

MR: No, my family roots are not from these shores. 
My Dad’s from Northern Ireland and my mum’s from 
Scotland, hence the kilt. But they moved here and I was 
born here in Adelaide.

AC: I understand that you started out as a 
stills photographer, and then you became a 
cinematographer?

MR: Taking stills was always a hobby when I was in 
high school and university. I was always doing different 
types of photography, like long exposures, light painting, 
time lapses, and star trails. My uncle is an astronomer 
and so I used to spend a lot of time photographing 
the stars with him. I’ve always had a passion for the 
technical side of photography, not so much classic 
portraits or working with studio lights but more the real 
techy, weird stuff. It was when I was at Uni that I started 
getting into cinematography, even though I wasn’t 
studying fi lm, and as I started working, it just grew and 
grew and grew. Having the technical background in 
photography meant that it was really easy for me to pick 
it all up.

AC: So how has being a stills photographer helped 
you with your cinematography?

MR:  The principles are all the same and in the early 
days of shooting I guess I had a head start because 
I knew what was actually happening in the camera when 
controlling exposures, from years and years of fi ddling around 
with old cameras. So, it helped a lot for that. And now when 
it comes to even more advanced technical tricks , particularly 
with time lapse stuff that I try to pull off, I know what I can get 
away with.

AC: So do you think that your time-lapse is just a natural 
progression of taking those single frame skills and making 
them actually move?

MR: Yes, it was when I started getting into time-lapse that I 
suddenly realised it was a perfect calling for me. Everything 
came together - my love of the outdoors, intrepid exploring, 
being sort of self-suffi cient, having to walk into a spot and 
carry gear in, and then capturing these amazing scenes, by 
using these simple tricks and simple tools. 

AC: Future Health Leaders is a corporate piece that 
you shot. You took out Gold at the SA/WA awards and 
went on to take out an Award of Distinction at this year’s 

Nationals. The piece is time-lapse, so can you talk us 
through how you got the gig, what it involved, and 
obviously the distinct lack of crew…

MR: A friend of mine is a doctor and volunteer with the Future 
Health Leaders organisation, which is a group of young 
doctors, nurses, physio’s and other health professionals. He 
was on the board and they had a tiny bit of money left over 
from the marketing budget to make a piece for an upcoming 
conference. So we came up with a bit of an idea together 
to make something inspirational, over a few months we just 
slowly put the video together with as many inspiring and 
creative shots as possible.  I was in Kuala Lumpur on another 
trip and shot some sequences for it while I was there. Plus a 
few sunrises, sunsets and we eventually put all these bits and 
pieces together. The budget was absolutely tiny and so it was 
a lot of love that went into it, and for most of it, was just me 
all by myself. So, the kit is a backpack with two tripods, a four 
foot aluminium track and stuff to keep me alive…laughs…
water and food as well as the camera, batteries, lenses, fi lters, 
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Top: A time lapse dolly track of the night sky east of Adelaide.
Middle: Looking out the front of the driver-less subway in Kuala Lumpur.

Bottom: The busy Bukit Bintang intersection in Kuala Lumpur.



computer, motor and dolly cart.

AC: You were given a slight directive but you had pretty 
much free reign on this piece?

MR: Pretty much, yep. Because it was just this very informal,  
“let’s make this video together”. We knew what we wanted 
to say with the text, and so we just had to go and fi nd some 
shots to make it work. Very unglamorous I’m afraid.

AC: Shooting out in remote location, you mentioned you 
had a four foot track, do you basically park the car and 
then try and fi nd somewhere as close as possible so you 
don’t have to lug the stuff.

MR: Yeah. You drive as close as you can but sometimes 
you can’t get that close. Multi-storey car parks, I fi nd are 

good for looking out over a city because you can park very 
close. When I was in Kuala Lumpur, it was all subways and 
walking, and it was very hot! Often there’s a big component of 
walking. When I was in the Grampians it was a two-hour hike 
to one spot I wanted to visit, and the backpack must weigh 
something like 17 or 18 kilos. You put it on and you think, “I’ll 
be okay for a while,” and then after ten minutes of walking you 
are just absolutely knackered!

AC: What sort of camera and lenses are you using, and 
what is your equipment for your motion control?

MR: So the equipment for motion control is the Dynamic 
Perception Stage Zero Dolly which includes the motor, the 
dolly, computer and all the little clips and stuff to mount it to 
the track. The track is basically a long lump of aluminium. 
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This puppy was a focus nightmare until she clamped herself to the camera strap which kept her in the same focus plane, but also put 
some nice holes in the camera strap. Shots like this I love. Weird and wonderful. 

A star trail of the night sky - shot when I was 16 
years old on Dad’s old Pentax MX 35mm camera

This was taken in the ancient city of Paten, 
Nepal.

Kathmandu, a chef takes some time out 
after lunch in the restaurant garden.



Then I have two rugged Vanguard tripods, the camera was 
a 5D Mark II until I lost it, but now I’ve got a new 5D Mark III 
with a lovely Canon 16-35mm 2.8 zoom and fi nally ND’s - the 
crucial part of the kit, I have to say. To get time-lapses looking 
shmick it’s all about getting the shutter speed right and to get 
the shutter speed right you need a lot of ND.

AC: Can you talk about that a bit more?

MR: Well, it’s the age old principle of 180 degree shutter. So 
working backwards from the interval, take shooting a time 
lapse of traffi c, you want a two-second interval between 
your shots, which means that ideally you want a one-second 
shutter and to get a one second shutter in daylight at a nice 
aperture, like 2.8 or 4, you might need something like eight 
stops of ND or more. I’ve got a real gutsy ND400 fi lter that just 
comes with me everywhere. Fader ND’s are super useful too.

AC: The camera you’re using now, is that your choice, or 
would you chose something different to work with?

MR: No, the 5D is great. Great pictures and it’s tough which is 
essential for being outside and when you’re dragging through 
bushes or bashing it about the place! It always seems to, you 
know, survive.

AC: What sort of software are 
you using to run the motion 
control?

MR: It’s all run from the 
computer called the MX2 Dolly 
Engine, which comes with the 
kit. It controls the motor, sets 
the interval for the camera 
and also the shutter speed. You set the precise intervals and 
increments. Let’s say an interval of 1.2 seconds between 
frames, a shutter speed of half a second and a track left 
.22cm between frames. You can then get it to ramp up or 
slow down so that it comes to a nice stop, then you set the 
total number of frames and you just press the go button, sit 
back and have a nice little cup of tea. If you brought one with 
you, of course.

AC: Shooting Time Lapse is obviously done all by 
yourself. How do you cope with not having a crew? And 
then when you come to work on music clips or dramas 
and you have a crew, how do you adjust?

MR: I absolutely love it because you get to work at both ends. 
When I shoot a big commercial it amazing, because you’ve 
got people helping, laying tracks, setting the camera up, 
pushing the dolly, which is wondferful. But then you suddenly 
miss just being out in the wild by yourself getting the shots. 
But then the day you’re in the wild, you know, shooting a 
sunrise at 4.30 in the morning and it’s cold, and you go 
“gee I’d rather be on a real set where you could get a coffee 
and have someone lift the camera onto the dolly for me, or 
whatever”. It’s just wonderful to be able to do both.

Now mid way through this response to my question a dog 
started to bark rather excitedly in the background, Mile’s 
eyes widened and he jumped from his seat, “Ah can you 
give me one sec? There is someone at the door?” “Sure, 
no worries,” I say, as he rips his head set from his head 
and disappears. Now as this is a skype interview I am 

able to here what is going on but only see the wall of his 
room on screen, so let me fi ll you in....you know about the 
dog barking and Miles eyes widening in excitement, well 
this is followed by thunderous foot steps running down 
a hall, the sound of a door being opened, some muffl ed 
talking that I can’t quiet make out. It seems like he is gone 
for an eternity, the door being slammed, more thunderous 
foot steps running back up the hall to the room, I can hear 
paper and plastic being ripped and he sits back down 
putting on his head set saying “How appropriate here is 
my replacement camera,” he holds up a Canon EF 16-
35mm. Plus 50mm 1.4 lens.

AC: How did you lose your other one?

MR: Oh, it’s a long story that involves fl ying back from 
somewhere and just neglecting to remember where I put it 
between getting on the plane and getting home! Maybe a few 
too many drinks, gin’s in the lounge!

AC: Oh, bugger! Now, you didn’t start out studying Film 
did you?

MR: I studied commerce and I bought a cheap, digital video 
camera and shot a video for a company I was working at, it 
was just a Christmas video, and they said, “that was really 

good, maybe you could do a 
training video. It was a training 
video for a dental laser for the 
company I was working at just 
part-time while I was studying 
at university. A dentist asked 
me to come and shoot some 
live surgery. So I’d fi lm fi llings, 
extractions, implants, gum 

recessions. Then the Media Resource Centre in Adelaide had 
a corporate fi lm initiative, and we were able to work with big 
companies and shoot some corporate videos for them. Then 
I did a few music videos, then some commercials, then more 
commercials with bigger brands, bigger budgets and new 
directors and it kept going and going and going up. I’ve just 
fi nished a big brand campaign one for a University, a credit 
union and one for Stratco.  It just seems to keep growing for 
me.

AC: You have a diverse range of work under your belt, 
doco’s, short fi lms, music clips, corporate’s, do you see 
yourself still wanting to do these types of jobs in the 
future or will you start to specialise in a certain sort of 
area?

MR I’m not sure yet. I’ll wait and see what the universe 
decides for me.  I never had a plan to become a DOP, it 
just sort of started happening and I realised how much I 
loved it and is great calling for me. And when my work gets 
appreciated, I’m doubly happy. I don’t know, at the moment 
it seems I’m doing lots of commercials. Last year I did 
more Drama which was amazing. I got to shoot a segment 
of Tim Winton’s The Turning, some second unit stuff, lots 
of B Camera and loads of short fi lms. I did an amazing 
documentary pilot in China last year and loved every minute 
of that too. At the moment being able to work doing what I 
love, and in all the different fi elds is amazing. So, I’m not quite 
sure yet which one will be my mainstream. We’ll see what the 
universe decides.
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“I think the whole cheating 

time thing is what I love about 

time-lapse.”



AC: When you are on remote locations when you’re 
looking over mountains and the likes, how much 
preparation do you do prior? Do you look at the weather, 
or do you go out and suck it and see?

MR: It depends, like, the weather… Unfortunately, when the 
weather is bad you’ll always have interesting shots. Crazy 
clouds, interesting light, rain or thunder makes for good 
time lapses. Sometimes when it’s the plainest it makes for 
a boring shot. So in that sense it’s good to know what the 
weather is doing, but usually it’s best just to suck it and see. 
It’s important to know where the sun is going to be moving 
and times especially during sunrise or sunset. Sometimes you 
shoot time-lapse and it just sucks, for whatever reason. But 
that’s all part of it.

AC: Do you do anything like riding the iris to compensate 
for it being way too bright, or too dark?

MR: Yeah, if you’ve got a fader ND, that can be useful to 
do it off the ring. You can do it off the iris if you’ve got it ‘de-
clicked’, but sometimes the problem with stills cameras is 
they always move in 3rd stop increments, so you get little 

jumps in the exposure and it’s not very pretty, so it’s best just 
to leave it. If you’re shooting RAW , you’ve got a bit of latitude 
in the image, so if you are two or three stops under you can 
generally recover it by tweaking the original fi le.

AC: So what software and programs do you use after you 
shoot?

MR: I just run the RAWs through the Canon software, which 
is Digital Photo Professional, to get them sorted. You can 
change all the white balances, the contrast and the exposures 
should you need to. Then you can export them as jpegs, then 
assemble a jpeg image sequence, then you can export the 
jpeg image sequence as a ProRes HD fi le though the native 
resolution which is actually 5K.

AC: You briefl y spoke saying that you used your dad’s 
cameras a lot when you were younger, so was your dad a 
photographer, and was he the one that got you into it?

MR: He leans out of view and grabs something, There it is, 
right there (shows his dad’s camera). The old MX, which I still 
use today. Dad was an engineer and hobby photographer, 

A frame grab from Suburban Samurai as part of ‘Samurai’ shooting style in all it’s classic high 
contrast black and white, 2:35, fi ght scene glory...

Self Portrait in Mt Cook, New Zealand.
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but being an engineer he knew how everything worked, which 
meant when he was teaching me he could teach me properly. 
It wasn’t just like “press here and this seems to happen”, it 
was “so if you change this, the trade off is that this’ll happen.” 
So I was well trained by him. 

AC: Last year you took out a Gold ACS award for your 
short fi lm, Suburban Samurai. 

MR: That was a comedy short for Tropfest, that got in the 
top 30 actually for that year. That was about a samurai who’s 
struggling to live in suburbia. He has this battle between just 
being a suburbanite and a samurai. It was a really fun fi lm to 
shoot because half the fi lm is shot as if it was a Japanese 
samurai fi lm and the other half is just a suburban bogan TV 
drama. The Samurai mode was softly lit, always on the dolly 
or tripod, 2.35 ratio, high shutter speed and a nice high con 
grade or even black and white. And the other was corrugated 
iron fences in the back of shot, really awful midday sun 
that sort of thing. High contrast lighting, shot in 16:9, hand 
held and had a really fl at grade on it. Anytime you get a real 
opportunity to do something different with cinematographic 

style and technique to tell the story is wonderful, and so I 
really enjoyed that.

AC: How closely did you work with the Director on 
coming up with those ideas for the shooting?

MR: Oh we talked about the two different styles and he was 
happy to push it and go crazy with it. So, I just said we’ll have 
two very distinct styles…The editor was also involved to work 
out how we were going to grade it to make the two styles look 
different. From there on, he just gave me full run on it and let 
me do my thing. We had a check list for all the things we had 
to change in the camera. Basically, the samurai mode was as 
cinematic as you can get, and the other one was intentionally 
just a bit sort of…blargh, for lack of a better word. 

AC: What were you shooting on for that one?

MR: That was the Sony F3 with a Cinedeck.

AC: Would you prefer using the F3 over… I mean a lot of 
people are talking about the Alexa and F3?

MR: Yeah the F3 was great for the project, because we could 

“Anytime you get a real opportunity to do 

something different with cinematographic style 

and technique to tell the story is wonderful.”

The Sensai scene in Samurai mode in the Adelaide Japanese Gardens. The cinema gods were on our side as we were 
blessed with an overcast day in the middle of summer which enhanced the Samurai style immensely.



still get a big sensor on a camera that has lots of control, 
unlike a 5D, but I do prefer the Alexa as weapon of choice, 
but, you know, we had a little money to make it, but we still 
had budget constraints. So it was perfect camera for the 
budget. It’s still a great camera though. I love using it.

AC: So you obviously shoot locally, but also Nationally 
and Internationally? What’s the ratio? 

MR: I do a lot of stuff locally, but I love working overseas and 
by forging relationships and working hard. I tend to go away 
as much as I can to shoot things. I do get the occasional 
phone call, some guy who’s seen my 5D show reel or my 
time-lapse show reel on Vimeo, to someone somewhere in 
the world wanting me to come and shoot something. I had 
a phone call from Qatar one night, asking me to come and 
shoot a B camera documentary in Jordan. And then a guy in 
India called me last week asking me if I could shoot his movie 
later in the year. That’s why I put the number on my website 
after all.

AC: And do any of these come to fruition?

MR: Oh, the B camera I couldn’t do  because I had 
something on. He wanted me to go, like, the following 
day.  It was a genuine offer, though to some it sounds 
like a kidnapping scam. Really, who’s going to fl y some 
cinematographer to India then kidnap them? They could at 
least fi nd a DoP in Perth or Singapore, somewhere that’s a 
little bit closer.  Least if that’s their plan. The documentary in 
China was a real last minute thing. It was one of those where 
I am sitting around one day and the phone rings, then a 
week later I’m on a family farm fi lming some old chap making 
dumplings in Southern China. How awesome is that? That’s 
living the dream when that sort of thing happens. 



Photographing the famous road to Gamkaskloof or “Hell” 
in the Karoo in remote South Afrida.

I think I’ll visit China. TTV and they want me to shoot some 
time lapse. I think. 

AC: How did you fi nd working outside of Australia?

MR: Its…um…it’s funny, everything looks so much better 
because you’re so used to the Australian landscape. The 
light is just magnifi cent, you always get great sunrises and 
sunsets and throughout the day you just get this beautiful, 
even light…laughs…because of the pollution. And there’s 
so many interesting faces, the architecture’s wonderful, 
even the most industrial buildings just look so…awesome. 
It can be challenging too knowing what you can and can’t 
get away with abroad. You don’t want to get into trouble 
with authorities. Sometimes, however, I think that Australia is 
worse - you pull a camera out and the security guard will be 
onto you before you’ve got it in live view. I swear they all know 
that 5D’s shoot video too. The ol’ “I’m just taking photos” no 
longer works when you’re trying to shoot video!

AC: So ideally you’d love to work abroad and then still 
come back to Adelaide?

MR: Absolutely. Yeah, that’s the dream. To be able to travel 
and work anywhere and do ads, documentaries or fi lms 
and time-lapse. Imagine, shooting a doco on the Mongolian 
plateau, some ads in Hong Kong and then a movie in 
Tasmania or whatever it may be would be just fantastic. 
Maybe one day!

AC: How does your family react to your career and your 
lifestyle?

MR: My parents are very happy. I think they knew I was never 
going to have a ‘normal’ career and are pleasedhappy to see 
me so happy.

AC: I think that we can say that you are a true image 
capturer who relishes the unknown of the timelapse.

MR: I think the whole cheating time thing is what I love about 
time-lapse. You know, when you capture 25 frames per 
second video, you’re just being someone else’s eye. But when 
you do slow motion or time lapse you’re showing something 
that can’t be seen otherwise. I’ve been in situations before 
shooting time lapse and you think “this is pointless, I should 
stop shooting this”. But my rule is always to keep shooting 
because you never know. Once it’s all processed you watch 
it complete for the fi rst time and you go “it worked!” and 
realise you see all this stuff that you didn’t even notice and it’s 
so rewarding. That’s why I loved Suburban Samurai and the 
Future Health Leaders promo, doing stuff that looks complex, 
but is actually so wonderfully simple. Like writing ‘create’ 
at night with a torch for the FHL video. It was a 30 second 
exposure where I wrote the word over and over. When you 
watch the video the word appears and dances across the 
screen in the darkness and looks amazing. It’s just so simple, 
as well as it’s wonderfully complex when you watch it. You 
just use simple techniques with the cameras and the basic 
principles of photography.

“I never had a plan to become 

a DOP, it just sort of started 

happening and I realised 

how much I loved it. 

It is a great calling for me.”
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Funding with pocket change
DOP Kirsty Stark
Gone are the days of when you had to go, cap in hand, to 
large corporate bodies and associations or consider self 
funding to get your fi lm up. Enter the internet and access to 
millions of online funders. Funders who are sitting on the sofa 
at home, are logged in at a cafe, or surfi ng the net on the 
bus home. Those individuals, if put together, would create 
a ‘crowd’ and if each of those individuals gave you a bit of 
cash then that would be ‘funding’.  And that is precisely how 
Crowdfunding was born. Yet another online phenomenon that 
has taken the world by storm. No longer does Davo have to 
sit looking longingly at his amazing bottle opening invention 
in his back shed, knowing that it is the next big thing since 
sliced bread but lacking the funding to get it off the ground. 
No more “but I have this great script and access to marvellous 
actors and locations but only dust to fund it with.” Anyone, 
anywhere can now ask the world for funding.  It may be a $1 
from Sunjay in India, a tenner form Cletus in Atlanta and $100 
from your  mum in your home town but with each Pledge, as 
they are called, you are a few dollars closer to that ever elusive 
funding.  It is by no means as simple as Give me money hit 
enter here but if you build the excitement then they will fund. 
Kirsty Stark and her team found this out with Wastelander 
Panda.

AC:  Kirsty you’re a DOP that’s set aside her DOP cap 
and put on her producer’s hard helmet to take on the idea 
of producing this short series and using Crowdfunding. 

KS: I think that was probably partly why we went about it the 
way we did, the fact that I’d never really produced anything 
before, especially anything that was a properly funded project. 
I’d organised a few small shoots with friends, but I wouldn’t 
have really called myself producer on those. Victoria Cocks, 
the Director, also came from a camera assisting and editing 
background, and she’d never directed anything before, not 
even a student fi lm. So between the two of us, it was going 
to be a really hard sell to try and get a project off the ground. 
We’d tried to have meetings with the SAFC and with a few 

other people, but essentially there’s not a lot available for fi rst 
timers in terms of funding. You have to prove yourself fi rst. 
And we wanted to start this project straight away; we didn’t 
want to do yet another low budget short fi lm about two people 
talking in a room to try and get ourselves known, because if 
you start big and you try and make an impression with your 
fi rst one you’re more likely to get noticed and be able to make 
the second one.  You also have a very good chance of failing 
spectacularly, but you may as well give it a shot. 

So it started from there.  We looked at what we had available 
to us and we got a very small grant from the Helpmann 
Academy, which is for graduates of certain creative schools 
in Adelaide. Originally we wanted to make a pilot episode and 
then realised, “No, that’s going to be completely impossible. 
Let’s make something small and do it at the best quality we 
possibly can.” So we made a three-minute Prologue, and that 
ended up being what we used for crowd funding, to prove 
ourselves. 

AC: So you actually made a pilot fi rst then went for the 
crowd funding?

KS: Yes, we kind of went about it in a different way. A lot 
of people do their crowd funding when they just have the 
idea, and I think that – especially now that the crowd funding 
market is getting a lot more saturated – that’s not working so 
well any more. You have to almost treat your audience like a 
funding body, in that you have to prove to them that you’re 
capable, and you have to show them what they’re likely to see 
from their donation at the end. 

AC: I’ve had a look at some of these Crowdfunding sites, 
I’ve  even  funded some things. You can see their idea 
and what they are trying to achieve and it inspires you so 
much that it makes you hit that pledge key to help them 
out. Pledge money is one option but there are also an  
amazing variety of rewards offered  for your pledges. Is 
that something that you had to really work out prior to 
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setting up the whole idea?

KS: Ours was quite an unusual process. We had intended to 
do a crowd funding campaign down the track so we’d done 
a lot of research and planning towards it but it was nowhere 
near ready to go. And then we put our three-minute Prologue 
online just to see what friends and family would think of it, and 
it ended up getting 100,000 views in three days. We kind of 
went, “Oh, we’d better capitalise on this attention that we’re 
getting”, so we threw up a crowd funding campaign within 
about 6 hours and it went from there. As I said, we had done 
a lot of research and planning but we kind of just guessed at 
how much it would costs to produce the rewards because 
we didn’t have time to get quotes. We kind of just threw 
everything together. But there’s lots of different reasons why 
people will pledge. Some of them know you and they want to 
help your career or help you as a person, some of them really 
like the project and want to see the fi lm made, and there’s 
others who do it for what they’ll get out of it, so they might 
want the t-shirt or personalised experience you’re offering. I 
think for most people it’s kind of a combination of all three and 
you really have to get that balance right.

AC: Being a DOP and then side stepping into being 
a producer, how have you found that yourself? Is it 
something that you would do again? 

KS: Absolutely. I defi nitely feel I’ve been thrown in the deep 
end a little bit and I have had to learn a lot very quickly but 
it’s been a really great challenge and I think that having that 
camera department background has really helped, especially 
having assisted on feature fi lms. Seeing how the production 
offi ce works from the perspective of a crew member who 
goes in there to ask for equipment to be booked, or logistics 
to be sorted out, you get an understanding of the relationship 
between the offi ce and, in my case, the camera department.  
You know what happens on set and how the offi ce can 
help from that perspective, so you have more more of an 
understanding of what’s needed, or, what areas you can kind 
of get away with. I think most people in production probably 
don’t have that background - they’re used to being in the 
offi ce and doing occasional set visits - so it’s really nice to 
have that overall perspective of what goes on on a shoot.

AC: Crowdfunding website, Pozible are actually 
holding a number of crowd funding workshops around 
Australia. You sort of touched on it a little bit by saying 
that Crowdfunding is becoming overwhelmed, some 
are saying “Crowdfunding, it’s done it’s dash” is it still 
something that’s viable?

KS: I think from Pozible’s perspective, they’re running a 
business and they make money the more projects that 
are successful on their site. I’ve been to some of those 
workshops and even spoken at some of them and there’s a 
balance between telling you what’s involved and also giving 
you an indication of what it takes to be successful. I think a 
lot of people have the idea that they can just put an idea up 
on the site and people from all over the world will see it and 
give them money, and that’s not the case at all. So in one 
sense the workshops give you the tools to be able to run a 
campaign, but at the same time they give you an idea of the 
workload that’s actually involved and what it will take to be 
successful. I think a lot of people are now doing the exact 

same thing as everyone else.  They have the same list of 
rewards and it’s getting a bit old. 

You have to treat crowdfunding as more than just funding.  
It’s the end point to your overall marketing campaign at that 
time, so you have to think of what your goals are. Money is 
obviously a big part of it, but you could be looking to increase 
the visibility of your fi lm and build an audience before you 
start as well.  But I kind of compare it to business.  It’s like 
starting your business, building your customer base, letting 
them know about your product and selling them something, 
and doing all of that within 30 days.  If you think about it as 
a business, and how much marketing and effort that would 
take, that’s what a crowdfunding campaign is like. People 
have never heard of your fi lm before, they don’t necessarily 
care, they haven’t seen the end product - so you’re trying to 
sell them something they have no concept of wanting.  Even 
if they see a fi lm at the movies and really like it, you’re not 
necessarily going to go out and buy the DVD.  That’s once 
they’ve seen it, and here you are trying to sell them something 
in advance. 

So, I think it’s really important to not just run the crowd 
funding campaign just for the sake of funding your fi lm. You 
have to make it an interesting experience for the audience and 
give them back what they want. A lot of people have done 
it in really creative ways - there was a guy who was doing a 
charity-based one, raising money to build toilets overseas, 
and he sat on the toilet in a warehouse and ran his crowd-
funding campaign from a laptom.  He had a live webcam set 
up, and he said he wouldn’t get off the toilet until he got the 
fi fty thousand. You need to create a point of interest for people 
to connect to you; you have to have something that’s worth 
marketing and think about what your messages are, because 
no one’s going to promote what you’re doing if it’s just about 
earning money. You have to have a bigger story behind it.

AC: Where do you think the popularity of Crowdfunding lies?

KS: Well, I think there’s not necessarily one area that’s 
more popular than another. People will spend their money 
on different things. Everyone kind of has a personal balance 
of where they’re going to put their money. They might fund 

Caitlin Hall Continuity and Kirsty Stark. PHOTO David Cheng.
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charities through a regular donation, or they might fund 
charities through crowdfunding. They might donate to a short 
fi lm at a quiz night or they might do it through a crowdfunding 
website. So, I don’t think there’s any kind of project that 
guarantees people will fund you. I do think, however, that 
some of the campaigns that have more success are ones that 
have a tangible product that people are essentially pre-buying. 
So they’re seeing it as paying the money for something they 
will eventually want, in order to make sure that it gets made.  
Or it’s a campaign for something that already has a really 
strong audience. That’s why documentaries tend to do a lot 
better than fi ctional fi lms because they’re about a subject 
and you can go to people who are interested in that subject 
already and get them on board. So if there was one about, 
refugees and boat people coming to Australia, then you’d go 
out to all of the activist groups that are already interested in 
that area and easier to get them on board because they care 

about you getting that message across.  Whereas a short 
fi lm, there’s not really any benefi t to them giving you money, 
apart from building the careers of the fi lm-makers themselves. 
If you’re going to spend your fi fteen dollars, do you want to 
spend it on crowdfunding someone’s short fi lm, or do you 
want to spend it on a movie ticket to see a fi lm from your 
favourite director?

AC: So how much of the funding that you raise do you 
get, and how much do you have to pay the Crowdfunding 
website? 

KS: I think they take between four and eight per cent, 
depending on the site.  There’s some sites where you have 
to meet your target or you don’t get the money,  and there’s 
others where, if you don’t make you’re target you still get the 
money, but they’ll take a greater percentage of it.  They are all 
different.

Sunny Heartfi eld and Kirsty Stark. PHOTO David Cheng.
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AC: With your funding did you receive it in a big bag load?

KS: They just do a bank transfer once the campaign’s over 
and all the money’s come in. So they act as the middle man 
and when it transfered we just kept it until production started 
and used it for our production costs. Oh and also on the 
rewards; immediately after the campaign fi nished we were 
sending out our t-shirts and everything like that, so we had to 
take those costs into account as well.

AC: With the help of your grant and Crowdfunding you 
were able to get Wastelander Panda up and running.  
What  happens with the project now?

KS: We had always intended that it would be a long-term 
project. Our original goal was to make a TV series, ideally a 
twelve by one hour episode series, and then keep going from 
there. Obviously that was unachievable at the beginning but 
we’ve been trying to take it in stages. 

The fi rst stage was making our three-minute video.  That was 
followed by the crowd funding campaign, and using the funds 
from crowdfunding, we went on to  make three short fi lms 
and then an interactive website, which went live online in May. 
We also had some funding towards those from the South 
Australian Film Corporation which was the fi rst time they had 
fi nanced a project without a traditional ‘market’ attached, so 
a broadcaster or distributor. And they did that because we 
could prove to them through all 
our stats from the crowd funding 
campaigns as well as our three-
minute video, that we did have an 
existing audience and we didn’t 
necessarily need a distributor or a 
broadcaster to get the project out 
there, that it would have a life. 

Those three videos have now been seen, and have been 
spread around the world as well through blogs and websites, 
and we’re currently at the point where we’ve just signed a 
co-production deal with Madman Production Company in 
Melbourne.  Together with them, we’ve signed a development 
deal with the ABC and the South Australian Film Corporation 
to develop a six by ten minute web series, and we’re 
developing our full-length series outline at the same time so 
that we’ll hopefully be able to go into long-form content after 
that. And again, that’s a fi rst for ABC in that it’s the fi rst project 
they’ve commissioned for iview. Potentially, it could be on 
TV as well, but for now it’s primarily going out to an online 
audience through iview.

AC:  What’s your time frame on it?

KS: We’re aiming to have scripts written by September, 
and to be fi nancing between September and the end of 
the year, then hopefully shooting at the beginning of next 
year. But it just depends whether we’re able to raise the 
production money that we need. At the moment we only have 
development funding, so... We’ll see how it goes.

AC: With this fi lm, you’ve only had the Producer’s cap 
on. Have you wanted to go back into the camera side of 
things?

KS: Not so much for this project. We have Vivyan Madigan on 
board as our DOP. He’s another emerging cinematographer. 
He was actually my camera assistant in Honours at uni, 

but we started the company, Epic Films together and he’s 
just done an incredible job, much better than I think I would 
ever have been able to do. I completely trust him as a 
cinematographer to do it, and I think the images he’s created 
are amazing. One of the things about being the producer 
is you get to have kind of a little toe in every area, every 
department so I’ll stand in front of the monitor sometimes and 
I want to go, “Oh, I don’t know if I would necessarily have 
done it like that”, but I have to step back and let the Director 
and the DOP do their job.  They’ve got a plan for it, and they 
know the bigger picture, so it works out in ways you don’t 
realise in the end.  

As the Producer on this, I’ve still always got that camera 
background and those on-set skills and it helps to be able to 
ring up a hire place and know how to talk about cameras, and 
it helps to be able to understand the technical side of things 
as a producer because that enables you to solve problems 
when you need to. I still do like shooting though, and being 
around the camera when I can.

AC: So what is your take on Crowdfunding now that you 
have been within it?

KS: Crowdfunding’s really not that interesting. [Laughs] I think 
so many people do it the wrong way.  It has to be just one 
part of the overall picture for your fi lm, and if you can’t feel the 

passion and that intensity about 
what you’re doing, then people 
aren’t going to fund you. You have 
to show that you have thought 
through the entire process, that 
you’ve done some work to get 
where you are before you start 
the campaign, and that you know 

where you’re going to go with the project afterwards.  And 
if you don’t think it through or sound like you don’t know 
what you’re doing, then people aren’t going to fund you. For 
example, there was a campaign I saw for a short fi lm and 
in their video they kept mentioning Sundance and Cannes, 
and it’s, like, “You’re a short fi lm made by student fi lmmakers 
from Adelaide. That’s not going to happen.”  If you’re realistic 
about what you’re trying to achieve, what’s possible, and what 
crowdfunding and the project you’re making will specifi cally 
do for the people involved, then people are more likely to get 
on board.

AC:  It’s not just unknowns who are climbing on the 
crowd funding wagon there are actually cashed up 
people giving it a go.

KS: Yeah, a lot of people are really critical of Zach Braff and 
Veronica Mars and other “celebrities” for doing crowdfunding 
campaigns, because they’re already established and they 
see crowdfunding as being for non-established people. 
And that really frustrates me because it’s almost like they’re 
going, “Oh, you’ve spent time building your audience and 
your career, so you’re not allowed to do that anymore,” when 
audience building should be what crowd funding is all about. 
You should be spending the time building your fan base fi rst 
and proving yourself in the best possible way you can before 
you ask people for money. And that can happen on so many 
different levels. You can have an established fan base and 
run your campaign at that multimillion dollar level, or you can 

“If you adopt that attitude, it 

really helps to make people feel 

like they’re part of the journey.”
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run it for a few 
hundred dollars 
just among 
your family 
and friends, or 
anywhere in 
between. And 
I think that, 
people should 
recognise that 
at all levels, you 
have to do the 
best you can 
with what you 
have.  

On that same 
note, you can’t 
expect, if you 
haven’t spent 
any time 
building an 
audience 
or creating 
something 
previously, that 
people will 
reach into their 
pocket and pull 
out twenty or 
thirty dollars 
for you. You 
have to set 
your campaign 
targets at the 
level that you 
can expect 
to get back 
based on what 
you’ve done 
in the past. Now you might have a situation like Wastelander 
Panda where it did take off, and we were really lucky in the 
sense that our video really appealed to people because it was 
unique and different, but, you know, if you don’t have that why 
should people fund you? I know that probably sounds selfi sh, 
but if you’re making, you know, a short fi lm that is really no 
different to any other short fi lm, then what is it that’s going to 
make people donate? I think you have to really consider what 
you’re offering people.

AC: I know that when Wastelander Panda was released 
I had no understanding of crowd-funding, then in the 
end I was like cursing myself that I wasn’t able to be a 
part of it.  People were getting t-shirts and I was like, 
“Goddam, what did I miss out on?” And I think that 
for me, Wastelander Panda really made me aware of 
crowdfunding and the fact that you don’t have to be the 
funder that gives a million dollars, you can give a small 
amount and it feels rewarding too.  I mean, the fact that 
you get a t-shirt or a DVD that’s just a bonus, but the fact 
that you go, “I actually helped with that and became a 
part of it” is kind of a reward in itself for the pledger.

KS: Yeah, 
I think that 
being a part of 
it is the main 
thing, and as a 
project creator, 
you have 
to be really 
careful about 
how you’re 
constructing 
your message, 
as well.  It 
sounds bad 
to kind of say 
this because 
it makes it feel 
like you don’t 
care about 
your audience 
or your fan 
base, but you 
really have to 
think about 
how you’re 
communicating 
with them and 
construct a 
message that 
makes them 
feel involved. 
Instead of 
creating a tone 
of, “Oh, you 
know that is 
our project that 
we’re doing 
and you’re just 
funding it,” we 
tried to always 

recognise that we were all making this project together.  If 
you adopt that attitude, it really helps to make people feel 
like they’re part of the journey. Even now, 18 months down 
the track, we always go back to that group of people with 
everything that’s happening and say, “This would never have 
happened without you guys. You were the starting point that 
made this possible.”  Maybe that recognition is only a small 
thing, but we wouldn’t be where we are without that support, 
and I think it defi nitely makes people still appreciate you and 
still want to be part of the project into the future. 

AC:  From a pledger’s point of view, some people just 
want that reward, “Here’s my t-shirt, here’s my DVD. “ 
Other people want to see the success of the project. It’s 
like a sense of achievement to the pledger, even though 
what they’ve done is small. The reward to them is the 
fact that they’ve been able to help people produce a fi nal 
product. 

KS:  I think that’s probably part of the reason that our 
campaign was successful as well – that people could see the 
bigger picture. They could see some past success but they 
could also see where it had the potential to go. And I think 

Ep 2 - Rose Arcayus

Ep 2 - Railway Line

Ep 3 - Fight Pit
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if you were trying to fund just a single short fi lm, there’s not 
a lot of return in that, necessarily. Not that you ever get any 
fi nancial return from donating to a crowd funding campaign, 
but that short fi lm’s done and then its over - there’s no real 
next step.  I think the fact that ours had a lot of potential 
for the project to continue into the future may have had 
something to do with our success as well.

AC: Do you think that now you could go back to your 
Crowdfunders and say, “Here’s the next step: we’re now 
going to Crowdfund this next stage, would you like to be 
also a part of that?” Do you think that’s an option?

KS: I think it is an option, but the thing that’s diffi cult with 
crowd funding is that you can never raise the budget that 
you need to make a fi lm properly and to pay everyone the 
rates they deserve. Even the crowd funding component we 
did previously, we made $25,000, which sounds like a lot 
of money, but that didn’t even cover our production costs 
on-screen, let alone being able to pay any of the crew.  This 
next stage, because it’s six episodes instead of three, it’s 
going to be even more expensive than the previous one to 
make, and I don’t think it’s fair to ask the crowd to fund part 
of it, especially when we already have investors on board 
and there’s a way we can make it without them.  I don’t think 
it’s fair to go to our funders, “Hey guys, can you fund this 5 
or 10 per cent of what we need?” because they’re not really 
getting anything extra out of it in the end. The project will 
happen now, because of what they did the fi rst time around.  
If they still want to support us, I would rather they bought 
merchandise, or did something where they get that value in 
return.  And with the merchandise, you can have just a regular 
DVD, or you make some really special limited edition stuff 
that goes to your bigger fans.  If they really want to support 
you fi nancially, then they might buy something that there’s 
only fi fty of, for a few hundred dollars. That can be their way 
of supporting the project and still getting something back for 
themselves.

AC: For your additional funding do you think you’re going 
to need to go offshore for it?

KS: There’s the potential that we could fund the entire thing 
within Australia, but we are looking at different opportunities 
overseas.  Not necessarily overseas investment, but at least 
sales and distribution in overseas markets, because so much 

of our online audience is overseas and we want to make it 
as accessible as possible to them. But it’s about fi nding the 
right partners and the ways to balance getting the funding 
and budget that we need, while still being able to show it in 
as many places as we can and not have it tied down with 
regional locks and time delays. And that’s the diffi cult area that 
we’re getting into now that we do have investors. They’re all 
doing it because they have their own goals out of it, or they 
want some form of exclusivity, so we just have to try not to 
take the content away from the people who’ve been part of 
the project since the beginning. It’s kind of like double-edged 
sword. You need money and you can’t get that money from 
your audience because they’re too small, but you don’t want 
to lose your audience by getting the money.

AC: Do you know how much of your Crowdfunding was 
from people who were local, interstate and overseas?

KS: I don’t think you can get those statistics... I’d have to 
look into it.  I know we defi nitely had overseas investors ‘cos 
we sent packages to the US, the UK, Germany, Poland. It was 
a while ago now.  I can’t think of the breakdown off the top of 
my head.

AC: Is that in itself exciting to think people overseas saw 
your project and helped by pledging?

KS: Absolutely. Even just having the fi lms seen overseas. I 
think we’ve been seen in over 150 countries now, which is 
really exciting.  We’re now trying to expand our audience, 
we’ve got subtitles in four or fi ve different languages, so that 
people aren’t missing out on the full experience.

AC: A very exciting conversation, about a topic that some 
say is dead and others say it depends on how you play 
it. I’ve enjoyed it immensely. Thanks Kirsty. I know you’ve 
spent two years in the making so far and wish you the 
best of luck.

KS: We can only hope.....thanks

AC: Now if, like me, you missed out on crowd funding 
Wastelander Panda, head on over to their website http://
www.wastelanderpanda.com and hit up their online shop 
and buy some pretty cool merchandise, and check out 
the website for more exciting news and updates about 
the series.

Maxx Corkindale Focus and Vivyan Madigan DP. PHOTO David Cheng.
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RAPID TV
Peter Morris & Trent Miller

AC: Rapid TV: what is it, who are they, and what do they 
do? 

Asked to do an article on these guys, I set about working 
out what it meant, and in a rapid fashion. (Sorry!) Trent 
Miller and Peter Morris are the dynamic duo who are 
Rapid TV, and if you need to shoot in a remote location, 
in dangerous conditions, they are the guys to call. From 
live TV reports from Great White shark infested waters 
off Port Lincoln, to a world fi rst weather report telecast 
live while parachuting over Australia, they can hook you 
up… rapidly! (Again, my apologies!) Now, when I think 
about it, I can barely get the wireless in my house to work 
from room to room, so the idea of sending live footage 
to millions of viewers from a parachutist leaping out of a 
bi-plane or again live from under the ocean, is, to say the 
very least, mind boggling.  So before we get into Rapid 
TV, let’s fi nd out about the guys. Do you want to introduce 
yourselves?

TM: I’m Trent Miller. I was a TV cameraman based in 
Channel 7’s Los Angeles bureau for seven years. I worked 
on Mythbusters for a year and did some crazy and amazing 
things, so in many ways I guess what we’ve done is created a 
live version of what we were doing on Mythbusters.

PM: I’m the older part of the duo. I worked with Trent’s 
dad. He hired me as a reporter, back in 1991. I worked in 
broadcast as a radio DJ, then went to radio news, then 
worked in TV news as a police reporter for about fi fteen - 
twenty years. And then got to the point where I could see, and 
Trent could also, a lot of defi cits in what we were doing. We 
wanted to bring, not only a satellite component, but a whole 
range of different production values to the table, that we didn’t 
have access to. So I guess my experience, my background, 
is in broadcast and presenting, but I also played a production 
manager role in some of the bigger news stories, as well as 
reporting. We’ve been working together as Rapid TV… I think 
this is our third year of operation now. We’ve been buddies 
for, oh, how long, mate?

TM: I can remember walking into the newsroom with my 
father when I was about three years old and seeing this jovial 
bloke, so we’ve known each other a long time. [laughter] I 
should say I was a news cameraman for many years, went to 
war zones, covered foreign correspondent stuff, covered all 
the big stories for Seven… all kinds of scenarios, from shuttle 
launches, to the Pope dying.

AC: So you guys have got a great knowledge of 
capturing news stories, live events and breaking stories. 
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TM: Yes, big event coverage, probably with a news 
fl avour, of everything from live events to putting it together in 
packages.

AC: This type of shooting, being in isolated areas, was it 
this that made you both realise that there was a niche for 
this sort of thing? Was it this that sparked the beginning 
of Rapid TV?

TM:  I think for me, it started in America with the big satellite 
trucks and pushing them into different places and thinking, 
“There’s got to be a better way to do this; smaller, where we 
can access more remote places.” So we identifi ed that if we 
could get really high quality, small, lightweight equipment that 
could travel in lightweight cases and marry that with good 
camera people, good operators, good producers and make it 
all one complete package, then anything was possible.

PM: With the client and us, never having to say, “Oh, 
wouldn’t it be great if we had one of those?” With ENG, when 
we’ve been out on various locations, we’ve spent our whole 
lives saying that we’re minus a wireless system or minus good 
communications or whatever, and the plan really, as we’ve 
developed our product, was never to say, “Why don’t we have 
one of those?” Let’s have one on the shelf that we can take in 
a small case, so that we’ve always got it.

AC: Did you see a potential for this type of coverage on 
TV and think, “We want to make this happen”? 

TM: We saw no one else doing it. What we saw was big 
satellite companies that did satellite, cameramen who did 
camera duties and producers who produced. We didn’t 
see anyone who could do the whole lot in one complete, 
small, fast, rapid deployment package. [PM agrees] That is 
combining the satellite side of the operation with a producer, 
cameraman, and any type of technology we needed to 
create a product that, you know, was unique and in a smaller 
package than anyone else had put together previously.

PM: And keep going with the research and development, 
and looking for contacts who could help us with the specialist 
gear and having a really good base to call on, not only 
of people, but also technology that we could source at a 
seconds notice, if we needed to ramp something up, or do 
something that’s slightly out of the box. I guess the thing that 
we were seeing, up until the time we came along, was the 
traditional big sunlight truck, with one cable that you plugged 
the camera into, and one set of fold-back for the presenter, 
and we really wanted to push beyond that, because we knew 
it was possible.

AC: I guess you guys are only limited to what gear is 
available to you?

TM: What’s exciting for us now is we’re actually getting 
people who’ve seen what we do, coming to us saying, “We’ve 
got something great that you can use. Something new that 
hasn’t been used like this before”, and we can then take that 
technology and plug some other things on to it and come up 
with something that’s truly unique.

AC: So instead of you hunting for what is out there, if 
you’ve got people coming and saying, “This is what I’ve 
got, please try it”, it’s good for them, and it’s great for you 
guys as well.

PM: The other thing too is I think that over time, the viewers 
have now developed the expectation, with GoPro and 
everything, for the camera to take them into places they’ve 
never been before. And that’s very easy in a pre-recorded 
sense, but when you start to do it live, it’s a whole new ball 
game with a whole lot of challenges, because with that 
comes the whole communications platform as well, the audio 
platform. There’s a whole lot of different platforms all rubbing 
against each other, to bring the complete live coverage 
together. One of the big challenges with the weather people 
(he’s referring to live TV weather broadcasts) is that they’re 
able to converse and talk both ways, so they can hear as well 
as them being heard. So that’s a whole platform on its own, 
and when you’re starting to talk terrain and distance, that 
starts to get fairly interesting.

AC: I guess it’s pretty much like how we’re able to talk 
now, via Skype…  the idea of this being possible 25 year 
ago would have been “Are you mad? You’ve got to write 
a letter and put it in a post box. There’s no way you’re 
going to talk to someone via a computer monitor.” So, the 
viewers are being spoilt with the TV and sports coverage 
today; you’re behind the wheel of a Formula 1 race car, 
you’re in the cricket stumps, on the surf board, looking 
from the downhill skiers pov… Which leads to my next 
question of how the signal gets from these very diffi cult 
locations to the viewers at home?

TM: So, there’s two parts to it. There’s the Vislink equipment 
attached to the camera back which transmits from the back 
of my camera to the receive unit, which is at the satellite dish. 
So that’s a line of sight thing, for example where we have to 
mount a transmitter aerial on a helicopter and set it up so 
it will broadcast back to the dish. (Referencing Channel 7’s 
Grant Denyer’s parachuting weather broadcast. More about 
that later.) Then the satellite dish is lined up to fi re up to the 
satellite, to Optus in the sky, which will come back down 
to Sydney into the Seven studios at Martin Place, where 
they’ll receive it. Then there’s the comms side which, when 
we’re in the remote locations, with the host speaking back 
to the presenter, that will go up on the satellite, come back 
down into our dish, and then we’ll put that into high gain 
broadcasting systems that will send that so we can all hear it 
in the helicopter. And the art is getting the delay down, getting 
everything right, so Grant can hear and they can all hear in the 
studio. 

PM: And the other challenge we’ve got is acoustic 
challenges. Like when he was in the tiger moth broadcast? 
For Grant to actually be able to hear the presenters, you 
know, was a big challenge for us; to actually have a path 
that was solid enough for him to, you know, intelligibly hear, 
but then have it loud enough so he could hear it over the 
engine noise. And then, obviously, James Petch, our audio 
guy, had the challenge back the other way for us to be able 
to hear Grant over the engine noise, and the presenters be 
able to hear him. And James did a brilliant job to be able to 
pull that off, because the noise was just so loud to begin with. 
We had to try all sorts of different techniques to get Grant’s 
microphone to a point where we could actually hear him and 
understand him and for him to be able to hear the presenters 
on the return audio.

TM: Yeah, the sound thing is a huge challenge, and for the 
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live skydiving weather presentation, it was the same thing. You 
could actually hear Grant as he was falling, which I don’t think 
anyone has ever quite achieved before. 

PM: And that was at 200km an hour, so we’re fi ghting wind, 
you know, massive wind issues, and again Grant had to be 
able to hear the presenters as he was falling. He could hear 
them asking questions and could respond clearly. During the 
actual free fall, I don’t think he was in a position to do much 
other than scream, but, yeah, that was a big part of that job, 
wasn’t it mate?

TM: Talking about the camera link back to the dish, 
transmitting that signal… when we fi rst started playing around 
with these links we asked someone how far do they transmit 
and fi ve hundred feet was a good range. We’re now pushing 
the thing up to 15 kilometres.

PM: It’s just this little box here, with the antenna on it. 
[shows device] This is what we use on the back of the 
television cameras. 

AC: Just for the readers, the box being held up is 
basically the size of a tissue box, and it’s got an antenna 
rod protruding from it that’s about a foot long.

TM: Yeah, and that’s the big one. We’ve also now got small 
ones that are cigarette pack size, that we can put in tight 
locations. But for the big receiving stuff, that’s the transmitter. 
With the skydive, we rang people and said, “We want to try 
and receive the signal from this box in a plane all the way 
back to the ground.” And they looked at us like, “I don’t think 
that’s possible.” But we said, “Has anyone ever tried it?” and 
they said, “No”.  So we just grabbed every bit of receiving 
equipment we could, tested it and guess what? It worked! 

TM: There’s a photo of the skydive where you can see that 
the skydiver had it strapped like this [holds device upside 
down against his stomach] and was actually transmitting live 
from the camera on his head. That was how we got Grant 
falling.

AC: You have worked a lot with Channel 7’s Grant 
Denyer. Does he come to you with the ideas or do you 
collaborate? Or do you decide to just surprise him?

TM:  Grant has big expectations, he’ll think of something 
and we’ll be like, “I don’t think that’s possible yet, but by the 
end of the week, hopefully we’ll make it possible.” But it ends 
up being a collaboration thing. 

PM: It’s always a surprise, that’s for sure!

TM: Grant has big dreams and we try to keep up.

AC: Talk me through the 11,000feet in the air weather 
report that Grant gave while he was parachuting at 200 
kilometres and hour. Was it actually and Australian fi rst, 
or a world fi rst? Have you actually worked that out yet?

TM: It was defi nitely an Australian fi rst, and we believe it was 
a world fi rst.

PM: We know that one of the Olympics, I think, in Seoul or 
somewhere, they actually shot vision of somebody free falling, 
but there was no audio, no interaction, no multi-camera – and 
it was one camera.

TM: A live picture signal but none of the interaction. There 

was no host talking. So it’s a world fi rst, where hosts of a live 
TV program have actually talked to a presenter falling out of 
the sky.

TM: With our shoot we planned to test it well before we 
actually went to do it. But the way it happened, the producers 
got so excited they decided to do it the following week. So 
by the time we actually got there to test it, they were already 
running promos on air saying “Tomorrow, Grant live out of a 
plane.” And I’m on the phone saying, “We don’t even know if 
we can do it, and it’s three o’clock in the afternoon. Can you 
wait an hour?” and they’re like, “Well, we’ve already got the 
promos on air”. So, the panic when he fi rst jumped out of the 
plane with all these people saying, “I don’t even know if it’s 
possible.” Peter and I are sitting there saying, “We’re are the 
craziest two people in the world. We’ve just promised we can 
do something that no one’s ever done before and we haven’t 
even tested it and they’ve got the promos on air”. And it kind 
of half worked; it didn’t work that great the fi rst jump.

PM: How many test jumps did we do?

TM: We did three jumps. And the fi rst one didn’t work that 
well and I thought, “Oh, we are in so much trouble here.” The 
second one worked fantastically and the third one didn’t work 
that well. And we thought, “Oh well, we’re live tomorrow, 
let’s go for it.” So we thought about it over night, made a few 
tweaks and the next day it worked a treat.

PM: It’s funny… we had a briefi ng the night before and all 
decided that between 9 and 10 thousand feet was about out 
limit, and just before we were to go to air that morning I heard 
them say, “Oh, they’re at eleven thousand feet.” And I’m 
going, “My God!” you know. And at the start, you actually see 
the picture breaking up a little and we were right on the edge 
of not getting any image to air! So just before Grant went to 
air there was a lot of panic to get the camera operator out 
of the aircraft, so we could get a little more signal out of the 
equipment. But as you saw on the video, it was just such a 
exciting thing to do, where you were able to switch multiple 
cameras in the air and, you know, what we came up with was 
way beyond what we thought we might get to air.

AC: Can you see potential for this kind of shooting and 
broadcasting anywhere else? Like apart from live footage, 
remote shooting of other sorts?

TM: I think it’s got huge potential in many different facets. 
I mean, you can do live streaming to the internet. Live into 
and from big ceremonies… anything’s possible really. Live 
commercials. I mean, you could do live commercials. 

AC: And is that something that you guys are hoping to 
pursue?

PM: Yeah. We’ll do anything.

TM: That’s our motto.  [laughter]  Our approach is that 
anything is possible.

AC: How do you guys go about setting up for one of 
these shoots. It’s obviously not something that’s easy.

TM: We generally don’t get a lot of notice. They’ll say, “Next 
week, we’d like to…” This week we were live from a helicopter 
fl ying over a catamaran at White Haven Beach in North 
Queensland. We had to get all the gear onto the catamaran; 
there was no phone service out there so we had to broadcast 
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from fi ve kilometres from the beach… on the boat back 
to the island, on the dish. We had to also broadcast from 
the helicopter back to the dish. So, we’ll get the call and 
they’ll brief us and then Peter and I will just workshop it and 
gradually plug more bits of gear on until we’ve fi gured out 
how we’re going to do it. We’ll take everything we need and 
develop it on site until it’s working, and then it’s pretty much 
fl y by the seat of our pants live TV. Every twenty minutes we’re 
doing something different. In the helicopter, on the boat, on 
the beach… we’re everywhere.

PM: Trent generally does most of the fi eld work; because 
he’s the cameraman he’s got the good brain and a close 
relationship with the crew. So he’s generally the fi eld end and 
I’m generally the back end, and often when he comes off the 
fi eld he’ll say, “Now, ok, they want to do this next week. How 
do you think we should do it?” and the two of us will kind of 
say, “Right, we’ll need one of these, we’ll need one of those, 
possibly we will need high  antennas, so we’ll have to pack 
those… ” and we just kind of contract it technically. And even 
so, I mean even when we’re on site, sometimes I get a call 
saying, “Peter, you know we really want to reconfi gure this 
to do something other than what we discussed”, and we’ll 
workshop it on the phone.

TM: There’s been times when, at the last minute, we’ve 
decided we want to change something up and it’s involved 
Peter getting on a plane out of Melbourne, two fl ights, into 
Hamilton Island, chartering a boat and spending two hours on 
a boat racing equipment out to us, so the next morning we’ve 
got exactly what we need.

AC: With the equipment side of things, are you working 
with people at all helping them to research and make 
their equipment evolve to something that’s smaller and 
faster. Are you playing a role in that? Or are you basically 
just using whatever’s to hand and giving everything a go?

TM: At this stage we’re using what’s to hand, but we are 
starting to talk to people in terms of what we actually want 
and what would be useful to us. And that’s exciting. We’d 
like to do more of that with people, because that allows us to 
know exactly what we need to make live TV work… 

PM: … and they’re very responsive to it too. The cogs start 
turning and you know, “Oh yeah, that’d be good”, and they’re 
very keen to help and very keen to custom cut the product for 
what we need.

AC: So you’re getting a bit of support from the 
manufacturers?

PM: Oh, I wouldn’t say manufacturers, but certainly we’ve 
got some relationships with some techos and suppliers and 
other people who will go away and access their relationships 
with others; talk to them and come back to us with answers 
and things that are possible. You know, we’ve got a couple 
of great technical people in Sydney who are really supportive 
of us and are always feeding us little bits and pieces of 
information about certain products.

TM: I said we have been known to make a very early phone 
call and wake these poor guys up and say, “This isn’t working. 
This isn’t happening.” They’re like, “What? What are you 
doing? Where are you? What?” I can just hear them spinning 
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out on the phone, and then they work through the problem 
and...

PM: … but for them it’s exciting. It’s a different thing in the 
day, you know.

AC: They’re probably used to working in a little room on 
their computers and you guys are out and about, so for 
them, you’re their little bit of escape.

PM: And they can see it on the television too. I think they 
get a buzz out of seeing their technology and us working with 
their technology on a TV product.

AC: I’ve got shots from Facebook of you guys where 
you’ve been covering all sorts of events out in the middle 
of nowhere. There are shots of trolleys full of equipment 
going onto boats and planes. Doing what you do can’t be 
a cakewalk. 

PM: Yeah. Plane travel is still always a challenge, isn’t it 
mate?

TM: The hardest thing is making sure all the gear gets 
there, in the fi rst place. That they don’t lose any of it, ‘cos 
every piece is crucial now. So if one case disappears, we’re 
in trouble. So just getting it off the plane is the fi rst challenge. 
Then sometimes we’ll have to load it all into a helicopter to 
get it to the next location. Or like, the other day, we were on 
a catamaran for three hours, and then we were in a rubber 
dinghy, where we had to get all the satellite gear onto the 
beach, and there happened to be a bit of surf that day. So 
we were racing to shore in the dinghy, jumping out with, you 
know, half a million dollars worth of equipment on our heads, 
and running in with it... and if that wasn’t hard enough, getting 
back out on to the boat was just as hard, where we were 
getting smashed by waves. So, it’s quite often very risky; 
something that worries him (PM) very much, so I often don’t 
tell him about it until later. Weather is another thing, constant 
rain; we’re in these remote locations where we can’t get gear 
quickly - it’ll take a day to get a new one - and we’re getting 
bucketed with rain and things often fail, so it’s a constant 
battle, but rewarding.

PM: The shark dive was an interesting one, where we 
had to do a transfer from one boat onto another in about a 
three metre swell. Let me paint the picture. We were seventy 
kilometres offshore in a shark boat; we got there late in 
the afternoon, so it was already starting to get dark. There 
was just one little rocky outcrop in the ocean, which was 
surrounded by lots of smaller rocks, where we had to set up 
our satellite dish. So we had to load the dish into a tinny, and 
because of all the rocks we could only go so far before we 
had to get out. So we’re in waist deep water, carrying the 
satellite gear in Great White shark infested waters, transferring 
all the gear from the tinny, onto the rock…

PM: … to be greeted by a whole group of baby seals.

TM: And the seals had obviously never seen satellite 
gear before, so we had hundreds of seals surrounding us, 
inspecting the satellite dish. And then we had to get back into 
the tinny and like a scene out of Jaws, paddle back out to the 
shark boat in complete darkness, feeling that any minute a big 
shark was going to come and say hello. That was pretty hair-
raising.

AC: All you could hear was, “Der ner, ner ner, ner ner, 
ner ner.” (piss weak Jaws soundtrack noise made by me)

TM: Oh yeah. Totally!

PM: Then, about two o’clock in the morning, the boat that 
we were actually going to be telecasting from that morning 
arrived and we had to transfer about fourteen or fi fteen 
camera cases from one boat to the other and there was this 
3m swell going between the two boats. [moves hands up and 
down]

TM: So we backed the two boats up together and carrying 
the gear we had to run, jump on top of the shark cage 
between the boats and keep running and land on the other 
boat. And all the time, Great Whites were around.

PM: Timing it so that both boats were meeting together as 
the swell was running, you know.

TM: And the next morning there were 8 Great Whites there 
to greet us, so they obviously were all there the night before 
as well.

PM: We actually had one of the sharks tackle one of our 
cameras.

TM: Oh yeah, that’s true. One of our pole cameras jammed? 
during the broadcast. The producer was standing on the side 
of the boat and this Great White shark came up and took the 
whole camera in its mouth. That camera was connected to 
all the equipment, so I told the producer if the shark does bite 
it don’t let that pole camera go, because all the equipment 
will go with it. So he fought with the shark, pulled it out of its 
mouth and saved the camera and all the gear.

PM: I was sitting in the back of the boat and I heard this 
scream and I’ve looked out the door and Tim’s disappeared 
and I thought he’d actually gone into the water and I came 
running down to the back deck of the boat and I saw 
him wrestling with this pole, and he said, “Shark’s got the 
camera”, and I said, “Let it go!”. “No, no, there’s no way I’m 
going to let it go. He’s not having it.” And when he pulled the 
pole out of the water - this is a solid 2 inch thick aluminium 
pole - it was bent at right angles, with teeth marks in the pole 
and the PVC housing that the camera was mounted in.

TM: There is video of the shark actually biting.

PM: Is there? The thing is, all this stuff happens so quickly 
that we don’t often get a chance to, sort of compile all the 
good shots or get lots of photos.

TM: Eventually we will get a website. We’re working too 
much to get the website up. 

AC: Which is a good thing. With Facebook the way it is 
now, it is one of the most popular ways of letting people 
know what’s going on, websites are kind of loosing favor.

TM: Yeah. Well Facebook was his idea, so I’m glad we did 
that. [laughs]

PM: Yeah, he wasn’t too gassed about the Facebook idea 
to start with, but I think he’s warmed to it now. I think he 
thought it was a bit trashy. [laughter] There are so many good 
photos that are wasted… just sitting on people’s i-Phones, so 
I reckon if you just use it to post photos, it’s a good way to get 
them out there to show people where we are and what we’re 
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doing. And we got about 700 hits, didn’t we, during the Tour 
de Cure?

TM: Yeah. There’re a lot of people in the industry who are 
very interested in what we’re doing and quite excited by it too 
and like to follow it on Facebook and see what we’re up.

AC: Well I think it also gives people an insight into 
what’s behind the fi nal images. They’ve got no idea that 
you’re sharing a tiny rock in the ocean with seals or 
you’ve got a shark chewing on your camera. 

There are some great shots with Grant, are you helping 
him to live his dream?

TM: Yeah, with Grant, as soon as he’s landed he’s excited 
about what we can do next.

PM: He’s going, “Righto, let’s jump out of a spaceship then.” 
A hundred kilometres an hour, you know. He’s always... once 
he’s done it, he’s onto the next thing.

TM: He’s like, “That was awesome. You reckon we could do 
this?”  

PM: One of the great things with Grant is he will never push 
us beyond our boundaries. He’s very respectful of...

TM: I don’t know about that!

PM: Well he... If we say, “Grant, you’re going to have to do 
this, or do that”, he’s always very receptive to direction. 

TM: He understands what we’re doing. He’s quite 
technically savvy; he gets what is being done, so he can 
actually work within what’s possible on the day, which is great.

AC: Except when he passes out. ( I’m referring to a 
weather coverage from a stunt plane.)

TM: Well yeah. That wasn’t planned, but it was great TV, 
so.... [laughs]

PM: It was funny, because the camera that we were using 
didn’t cope too well with eight and a half tubes And it passed 
out about 3 seconds after Grant passed out and I think 
Melissa Doyle, the host, nearly passed out too. She thought 
we’d cut to black on location because Grant was vomiting, or 
his eyes had popped out of his head or something. She didn’t 
know what was going on.

AC: I thinking she’s shrieking “Oh, no, we don’t want to 
see that. Oh! He’s passed out. Oh, oh, oh, cut away, cut 
away.” Yes?

PM: I was actually switching and directing, so I took Trent’s 
camera and basically just stuck with that shot until Grant 
could get back on the ground. Under normal circumstances, 
Grant would have been very capable of re-booting that 
camera and getting it to go, but as we were on air, it was just 
a decision we made so as not to confuse him.

TM: The thing we like about doing things live is, when you 
watch GoPro vision of a Red Bull plane competition, the 
viewer knows instantly what’s going to happen; they’re going 
to fl y around, and they’re going to do loops. There’s no...

PM: … unpredictability.

TM: Unpredictability. So when you do this stuff live, the 
viewer instantly is engaged because “Oh, this is live. What’s 
going to happen?” And that’s exactly what can happen… 
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Grant passed out. That’s what makes this style of TV so much 
more engaging than pre-recorded stuff.

AC: And where do you see Rapid TV going?

TM: Well, fi rst and foremost we want to keep creating 
amazing TV. That’s something we’re passionate about. We 
want to keep surprising people.

AC: And how do you think you’re going to surprise us in 
the future?

TM: Oh, we’ve got a few ideas...

AC: You don’t want to let the cat out of the bag?

TM: We don’t want to give it all away, but we see ourselves 
underwater and we see ourselves in a lot of interesting places.

PM: He always sees himself underwater. [Laughter] But I 
think longer distances, more remote, better pictures, more 
cameras, and really giving the viewer the total experience, 
wherever we go. 

AC: Thanks guys. Travel safe. f
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   CRYSTAL-CLEAR
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SLIGHTLY DANGEROUS
BY JOHN OGDEN

It is not hard to see that John Ogden is a visualist.

This book, with its quirks and truths it challenges the reader to 
participate in his life.

Through the jumbled mish mash of fonts and the constant 
turning of the book this way and that the reader is made to feel 
unsettled and perplexed as John did in those years of his life. 

Filled with stories and images of his memories and the life that 
past him by, John tears open his chest and lays it all too bare, 
there is no need to judge him he has already judged himself.

A life of highs and lows, close calls and lucky chances, grabs 
you within the fi rst few pages.

To judge this book by it’s cover, a thick textured bound book 
with Warnings of explicit sex, drugs and rock-n-roll on the 
inside, would be in it’s self a crime. Take the time to slip the 
red elastic from the front and sit back for a read, of a life that 
was and is Slightly Dangerous.

BOOK REVIEW

BY JoAnne Bouzianis-Sellick

f
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Smooth, Refi ned, Versatile…

Packed with features, 
the SKYLINE 70 
becomes an extension 
of your creative genius.
Silky smooth pans, the best payload 
range in its class and ergonomic 
illuminated controls are just a few 
of the award winning attributes of 
Miller’s latest addition to its camera 
support range.

…Just like its operator.
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SONY F55
BY PIETER DE VRIES ACS

The Sony PMW-F5 and PMW-F55 Cine 
Alta cameras are enjoying time in the 
sunshine. In joining the 4K bandwagon, 
Sony has come up with two special 
cameras.

Not just because of what they 
can do, but how comfortable they 
are to use on or off the shoulder. 
Ergonomics is seldom a top priority for 
camera manufacturers and it is often 
overlooked, usually at the expense of 
features and image quality.

The F5 and F55 are simple uncluttered 
boxes with a large clear LCD’s 
displaying the camera status, to which 
you can attach your choice of viewfi nder 
and handgrip.

Faces and skin tones look excellent 
and overall they produce well rounded 
and visually beautiful images. They 
also have been designed with the 
cinematographer in mind. With just a 
little tweaking they become suitable 
for hand-held documentary style 
cinematography.

Sony’s real knockout feature though are 
the prices. A fully confi gured F55 is a 
fraction of competitor’s prices and the 
specifi cations are superior, including 
a global shutter that eliminates the 
rolling shutter artifacts of most CMOS 
cameras.

I recently used an F55 and there are 
many likeable features

VIEWFINDER OPTIONS

Several choices are available. The 
DVF-EL100 – 0.7” OLED viewfi nder with 
1280×720 resolution, the DVF-L350 
– 3.5” LCD with 960×540 resolution 

and the DVF-L700 – 7” LCD with 
1920x1080 resolution. The latter is really 
a viewfi nder/monitor and can also be 
fed with an SDI input.

I used the EL100 and as the more 
expensive of the two eyepiece-type 
fi nders, you can expect its better image 
quality to win you over. A camera of this 
caliber requires a good viewfi nder to 
match.

RECORDING OPTIONS – THERE ARE 
A FEW

The recording options may at fi rst 
appear confusing, however there is a 
lot on offer with a clear aim to cater for 
all sectors of production. Everyone it 
seems is looked after.

The F55 offers four recording formats, 
including 4K recording facility built into 
the camera itself. I think this is a fi rst.

4K resolution seems to be almost 
a prerequisite for cameras intent 
on satisfying episodic television, 
TVC, documentary, and in the case 
of the F55, digital cinema release 
cinematography. Both models cover all 
of these bases – the F55 can record 
4K and an HD “proxy” simultaneously 
to the same internal card while the 
F5 records 4K to the dockable RAW 

recorder and can also create an HD 
“proxy” internally.

The big standout is the global shutter 
used in the F55 – a feature that Sony 
calls “Frame Image Scan”. It means that 
this model is serious about taking its 
seat in the darkened surrounds of digital 
cinema production.

THE NEW CODECS

Both the F5 and F55 have a new codec. 
The XAVC codec is capable of: 

• intra-frame 4K at up to 600Mbps 
(60p) 422 10-bit recording

• intra-frame 2K at up to 200Mbps 
(60p) 422 10-bit recording

• intra-frame HD at up to 200Mbps 
(60p) 422 10-bit recording

The F5 ships with HD ready to go. The 
F55 with its global shutter, slips out of 
its plastic static resistant wrapper, set to 
record at 4K.

Both the F55 and F5 can record 16-
bit 4K RAW to the optional dockable 
AXS-R5 RAW recorder using AXSM 
memory cards, while also capturing 
identically time-coded footage on the 
cameras’ internal SxS memory cards. 
Although the recorder uses the more 
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expensive memory cards required to 
support high frame rate shooting, it is 
still a very handy option.

The internal SxS based footage can be 
captured in a gaggle of resolutions and 
industry-standard formats, ranging from 
MPEG2 HD422 8-bit footage at 50Mbps, 
10-bit HDCAM-SR at 220 and 440Mbps,  
up to 10-bit XAVC 4K at 600Mbps. The 
camera itself can capture footage at up 
to 180fps for 2K/HD, or at up to 240fps 
in 2K RAW with the AXS-R5 recorder 
module docked neatly to the camera 
body. You barely notice it’s there.

One big difference here is that the F55 
does 4K internally. The 4K XAVC codec 
is H.264 based but as previously noted, 
there’s also 16-bit 4K RAW using the 
AXS-R5 recorder.

HIGH FRAME RATES WITH NO 
STRINGS ATTACHED

The high frame rates are excellent at 
4K recording. The F55 can churn out 
4K RAW at 60fps and the dockable 
recorder will be enabled for up to 
240fps in 2K mode later this year

GLOBAL SHUTTER VS ROLLING 
SHUTTER

The global shutter installed in the F55 
arrived just in time. I was concerned 
that we’d all become used to seeing 
leaning buildings, tree trunks slanting 
strangely and those unkind half-frame 
camera fl ashes, the trademarks of the 
CMOS sensor used in the DSLR-for-
video cameras.

The global shutter used in the F55 
changes all that. I think it is the fi rst 
CMOS that reads the entire sensor at 
the same time. You will lose a stop of 
sensitivity when compared to the rolling 
shutter used in the less expensive F5, 
a small price to pay for a camera that is 
already amazingly light sensitive with its 
native ISO of 1250. 

Can we now fi nally rethink our shot list 
and re-introduce those tracking shots 
that pan past parallel lines of buildings? 
Without technical boundaries, things are 
just the way they used to be shooting 
on motion picture fi lm. With a global 
shutter any skew or rolling shutter is not 
just reduced, it’s eradicated entirely.

Good DPs can work with the F5’s 
rolling shutter quite nicely and if you 
are moving the camera and seeing 
unwanted artifacts, then you may be 

panning too quickly for progressive 
capture in the fi rst place.

ISO

ISO numbers seem to be creeping 
towards values in the tens of thousands. 
I have to ask why bother even looking 
past 2500 ISO? I know we have 
cameras that offer you the equivalent 
of an expensive pair of night-vision 
goggles, but I am curious about image 
quality when the ISO is set around ISO 
2000. I hope that this lower ISO setting 
is not being compromised to cater for 
the ISO 25000 capability.

ISO 2000 in combination with fast 
lenses mean that there are few low 
lighting situations that are out of reach 
and a small lighting kit could easily fi ll in 
the gaps.

WHERE HAVE ALL THE 
CABLES GONE, LONG TIME 
PASSING

The investment in multiple HDMI and 
BNC cables, V-Lock and cheese plates, 
external monitors, external recorders 
and assorted work-around contraptions 
is about to look sad. You will not need 
to own a Meccano set to transform the 
F55 and F5 into proper working video 
cameras.

In my experience these cameras are 
ready to roll right out of the box. I value 
the fact that the F55 balances on my 
shoulder almost perfectly. The AXS-R5 
RAW recorder is helpful - it enhances 
balance by extending the back of the 
camera before the fi nal battery in slotted 
into its V-Lock.

You will have to fi nd your own handgrip. 
Sony chose to leave the choice of grip 
to the user. Thanks to the standard 
Arri rosette built into the optional Sony 
VCT-FSA5 base plate and shoulder pad, 
I was able to give the twenty eight year 

old handgrip from my SR2 Super 16 
camera a new lease on life.

MODULAR BLOCKS

I am indifferent to the build-your-own-
camera era. The F5 and F55 are not 
a sensor-in-a-box that relies on your 
assortment of nuts, bolts and 15mm 
rods in various proprietary colours to 
make them useable. The form factor is 
streamlined, the battery and optional 
AXS-R5 RAW recorder are shaped to 
fi t neatly behind and in line with the 
camera body - nothing seems out of 
place or work-around here. More like a 
Red-style modularity combined with the 
more logical control layout of the Alexa.

Modules are far more preferable to 
having loose cables, extension rods and 
brackets hanging off the camera body. 
You have this only when the camera 
doesn’t do what you want internally.

There are detachable external ports 
including the XLR audio inputs, 
removable top handle and an 
interchangeable lens mount. Both 
models are delivered with a PL mount in 
place and it was a smart move to make 
the mount interchangeable. 

Feel free to use your collection of Canon 
glass and your Nikon lenses (if you 
have ever found a way to re-program 
your brain to allow you to focus in the 
reverse direction to almost every other 
lens maker)

Similar to the Alexa, the control panel 
is on the same side of the camera to 
the operator and is clear and easy to 
read. There is a lock button in case you 
bump a setting with your cheek and 
mistakenly change the shutter speed to 
1 /2500th/sec.



FIRMWARE

RED began the tactic of a requirement 
to install incremental fi rmware upgrades 
at the launch of their Red One camera 
and it seems to have worked. Sony 
copied from the competition and most 
of the well documented features will be 
delivered by December 2013.

This actually gives me faith in the 
longevity of a product line. Adding 
features via fi rmware upgrades gives 
the impression that the model will be 
improved over time and not replaced in 
a year or so with the new model. This 
is something that drives everyone nuts 
and most camera manufacturers do it.

LENSES

Sony have also released a new series of 
PL prime lenses available as kits of 3 or 
6. All lenses are T2.0 with metal housing 
and focal lengths ranging from a wide 
angle to a telephoto-ish. The lens lineup 
now includes a 20mm and 25mm, a 
35mm as well as a 50mm, 85mm and 
fi nally a 135mm. The optics seem to 
me to be excellent and built to be taken 
seriously. 

I have an original set of Sony PL’s and 
notwithstanding the non-metal housings 
they too are good value. Optically they 
are excellent however these new lenses 

are a step up in build quality and seem 
to handle lens fl are in a more pleasing 
way

CONCLUSION

There has never been a better time 
to be a cinematographer. The quality 
of the recorded image is now quite 
extraordinary and prices are a fraction 
of what they once were, giving a wider 
range of users access to high end 
production tools.

Sony have had their ear to the ground 
– they have listened to the feedback 
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from cinematographers, their likes, their 
dislikes and taking a few pointers from 
other camera manufactures along the 
way.

In picking a top-end camera there 
have never been so many choices. The 
5’s are a good choice for a variety of 
assignments. I would not hesitate to use 
the F5 on one of my future documentary 
shoots.

Now, where did I put that latest fi rmware 
update?

Rosco Australia Pty Limited 42 Sawyer Lane, Artarmon, NSW
02 9906-6262 www.rosco.com 

Rosco’s academy award winning day/night backdrops are 
now available with RABBIT. RABBIT motion plates are 4K 
les, shot on RED to complement the backing stills: same 

time, same place, same day, same angles, matched lenses. 
The RABBIT system offers a way to seamlessly transition 
between on-set backings and VFX. RABBIT les from around 
the world are available to rent.



I have seen a huge change from when 
I started grading in 1988 to 2013. This 
is a little light hearted look and the 
differences over a 10 year period.

2003 [Client] I have always wanted to 
be in one of these rooms, isn’t that 
machine a million dollars?

2013 [Client] Is this software free now?

2003 [Colorist] Look at the selection in 
the booze cupboard, take your pick?

2013 [Colorist] Can you pick up a 
couple of coffees on your way in as we 
don’t have a client service person.

2003 [Colorist] Are we transferring to D1 
tape?

2013 [Colorist] Are we just making an 
H.264 IPAD version?

2003 [Colorist] How many weeks were 
you shooting this TVC?

2013 [Colorist] How many ads did you 
shoot in one day?

2003 and 2013 [Client question] Can 
we see the double head?

2003 [Colorist answer] Sure, do you 
want to see it on the Sony CRT

2013 [Colorist answer] What’s that a 
porno fi lm?

2003 [Colorist] We have 90 camera 
rolls, that’s 30 lab rolls, our runner is 
bringing them up in the lift

2013 [Colorist] Is all your footage on this 
$99 USB drive, any backup?

2003 [Client] Does the Spirit have 1 or 2 
windows?

Note (clients often thought it was the 
Spirit telecine that had the windows)

2013 [Colorist answer] Unlimited 
window shapes all tracking

2003 and 2013 [Client question] Can 
you defocus the invert of the key?

2003 [Colorist answer] No, this version 
of software doesn’t have that feature 
(Colorist doesn’t know how to do it)

2003 [Client reply] Oh, ok no worries.
(Client certainly doesn’t know if the 
machine can or cannot do it)

2013 [Colorist answer] No, this version 
of software doesn’t have that feature.

2013 [Client reply] Yes it does, I used 
that function on my laptop last night, I 
can show you now, shift over!!

2003 [Client] Can you turn the DVNR 
up, touch of fi lm grain in that 7298?

2013 [Client] Can you add some fi lm 
grain into this footage?

2003 [Colorist] I’ll have to call the 
telecine engineer.

2013 [Colorist] I think I saw something 
about this problem on a forum last week

2003 [Client] Are we grading on a Pogle 
or da-vinci?

2013 [Client] What system are we 
using? There are so many I’ve lost 
touch.

2003 [Client] Film has got another 20 
years, tape is a long way behind.

2013 [Client] We wanted to shoot fi lm 
but couldn’t fi nd a Lab close enough!

2003 [Colorist] We’ll need to do a 
separate grading pass for the car, the 
bonnet, the talent, the highlights and a 
plate pass for the background.

2013 [Colorist] I can fi x it in one pass.

2003 [Colorist] Shall we eat out or go to 
the company kitchen?

2013 [Colorist] I can make you a 

Overheard in the 
grading room in 
either 2003 
or 2013
Posted by Warren Eagles 

/ February 11, 2013 / 
Leave a comment 

sandwich

[Client Question] Can we see the cut 
with all the grades applied, with sound?

2003 [Colorist] I can’t show you now, I 
need to transfer all the selected takes. 
Can you wait for the Flame session 
tomorrow?

2013 [Colorist] Yes, here you go.

2003 [Client] Can you record some fi lm 
spooling very fast from the TK machine? 
It looks great.

2013 [Client] I am going to key some of 
that fi lm spooling stuff, got some on an 
old Digibeta that a Colorist recorded for 
me back in 2003, looks great. 

THX LTD IS THE PREMIERE 
SPONSOR OF THE ICA

THX supports content owners, 
producers, distributors, and consumers 
with a variety of products and services 
aimed at improving the media 
experience at home and in the cinema. 
Find out more at www.THX.com 
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SHORT FILMS
CINEMATOGRAPHERS STATE ROUND-UP 
BY NICOLA DALEY

KILL SWITCH    DOP SIMON KOLOADIN (NSW/LA)

Kill Switch depicts the ripple effect of 
a random act of violence on a tightly 
wound, self-controlled character. 
Drawing on classic comic-book 
elements, the fi lm is a dark, original spin 
on the traditional ‘origin’ story. Michael 
Chrisoulakis (co-writer, director) and 
Robert Gadsbey (co-writer, actor) 
decided to shoot with available 
resources and skeleton crew for speed 
and mobility. DOP Simon Koloadin 
chose his gear accordingly, “we used 
the Sony PMW-F3 with the Sony PL 
Lens Kit…I had used the F3 previously 
with the Sound Devices Pix 240, but 
decided against it here - keeping the rig 
light because of the run and gun nature 
of the shoot.”

Visually, the team wanted to approach 
the material with ‘real-world’ grittiness, 

then introduce comic book aesthetics 

as the story unfolded. “Most of the 

fi lm was natural lighting, which the F3 

handled beautifully,” Simon enthuses. 

“I set the camera’s picture profi le to the 

internal S-Log gamma setting, which 

improves the dynamic range of the 

internal recording, but of course the 

camera is still limited to the 35mb/s 

format. Regardless, I was very happy 

with the results.”

Simon did have one issue with this 

setup: “The in-built monitor on this 

camera is almost useless, as the 

viewing angle is deceptive, so I used my 

Small HD DP6.” Where Michael couldn’t 

view the monitor, he had to literally 

place his trust on Simon’s shoulders. 

Although shot in Sydney, the grade was 

completed in L.A. (where Michael now 
resides) using the Nucoda system by 
veteran digital colourist Michael Smollin 
(Wedding Crashers, Cinderella Man). 

f
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THE LAST DRAG     DOP GUSS MALLMAN (NSW)

The Last Drag is a contemporary West-
ern following three young men who turn 
their pledge to quit smoking into a com-
petition. Written, directed and edited by 
Hannah Dougherty and produced by 
Kelsey Shanahan, the fi lm is an offi cial 
selection for Filmstock in Colorado and 
the Fear No Film Festival in Utah.

DOP Guss Mallman decided to create 
a few rules to bring consistency to 
the imagery. These included having a 

constant aperture of T5.6 throughout 
the whole fi lm. 17mm lenses for wide 
shots, 24mm for medium shots, 35mm 
for close-ups, 50mm for extreme 
close-ups and 85mm for specifi c cut-
ins. Always keep a horizon/skyline in 
the background to add perspective 
and give sense of depth for the ‘urban 
desert’ scenes and use as much natural 
light as possible; utilizing bounce when 
necessary and adding artifi cial light 
sources only when extremely necessary. 

The fi lm was shot mainly on a Nikon 
D7000, chosen for its rendition of skin 
tones and monochromatic grain. Guss 
did use a Canon 7D for the slow motion 
shots. The cameras were mounted on a 
GiniRig, but on the shoulder for specifi c 
points in the story. 

ORIGINS     DOP SUSAN STANDEN (WA)

“Getting from one place to another is 
the closest emotion we have to nar-
rative” (Robert Macfarlane) Predating 
written stories and expressed in song 
lines in aboriginal culture, this fi lm draws 
on that signifi cant history. Origins is the 
oral and visual story of 9 young Ab-
original Theatre students, exploring their 
cultural and country connections, while 
on their journey to become performers 
at WAAPA during 2012. The short fi lm 
was shot using multiple cameras: Sony 

PMW-F3 and Panasonic AF102’s. The 
dance was shot as a multicam capture, 
in 2 different locations in Perth, the Cul-
tural Precinct and Kings Park. The fi lm 
includes performances of Indigenous 
translations of Shakespeare, and poetry 
written by Archie Weller. The project, 
jointly created by students of the WA 
Screen Academy and WAAPA Ab-
original Theatre groups at Edith Cowan 
University, was funded and screened by 
the City of Perth.

As writer, DOP and editor, Susan wrote 
the treatment, working with camera 
assistants Lincoln Russell and Emily 
Crewe, who also co-directed. Susan 
was mindful of indigenous cultural 
security issues was an important aspect 
of the entire fi lmmaking process. Susan 
hopes to further her interests in visual 
anthropology and storytelling through 
fi lm as a cinematographer and editor.

f

f
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WE’VE ALL BEEN THERE     CHARLIE SARROFF (VIC)

The Tropfest winning fi lm from this 

year We’ve All Been There explores 

the premise that no good deed goes 

unrewarded. Adapted from a short 

story by Director Nicholas Clifford, the 

project gave the team at Truce Films, 

the chance to sink their teeth into a 

narrative production after a busy year 

of shooting commercials. Charlie and 

Nick agreed that the Alexa was the 

right camera for this production, “like 

most people we simply love the fi lmic 

pictures the camera captures. And the 

workfl ow of the Alexa really suited our 

tight deadline, which was a mere week 

after shooting!” The decision was also 

made to trial the new Cooke mini S4’s, 

a beautiful set of lenses and a great 

option when working to a tight budget. 

The crane-step-off-steadicam scene, 
which introduces the character Jess 
(played by Laura Wheelwright) has also 
become one of the more talked about 
aspects of the project. Charlie explains, 
“a whole crew working in unison for 
one extended shot is a real buzz. Glenn 
Clayton was on Steadicam and he was 
great. He worked well with the limited 
space and pulled it off. The print take 
had no iris pull from exterior to interior 
as it we fi lmed right on dusk.” Along 
with Gaffer Dan Carr, Charlie had 4k 
HMI’s coming through the dining room 
window and strategically placed smaller 
tungsten, daylight and practical lamps 
around the entrance and kitchen. “It 
was one of those productions where 
everyone bandied together. We even 
had the local fi re brigade come down 
to help and give us the rain effect we 
wanted for the night scenes.” f

For more information, Freecall 1800 648 628
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FILM REVIEW

BY James Cunningham

To begin this review one must 
understand what Tim Winton’s The 
Turning is. It is a fi lm, sort of. It is a 
collection of short fi lms, maybe. But no 
one part can or should be considered 
without the others. Seventeen different 
Australian fi lmmakers present seventeen 
very different moments in the timeline 
of the Lang family, in varying forms 
and visual styles. Each chapter or 
segment interweaves its respective 
narrative creating a twisting central 
plot. Coherently then Tim Winton’s The 
Turning becomes the absolute defi nition 
of a masterpiece and Producer Robert 
Connelly (Romulus My Father, Balibo), 
along with the Australian fi lm industry 
as a whole, should be very proud of this 
achievement.

Each chapter not only draws the 
audience in to the narrative, but also 
holds the ability to showcase an 
amazing array of talent. One of the most 
understated yet brilliant demonstrations 
of camera work in Tim Winton’s The 
Turning is that of cinematographer 
Andrew Lesnie ACS ASC (Lord of the 
Rings trilogy, Babe) in the episode 
titled REUNION, which was directed 
by Theatre Director Simon Stone (his 
fi lm directorial debut). The action is 
choreographed to play out in three 
consecutive masters, offering the cast 
(including a wonderfully suburban 
Cate Blanchett) the freedom to let their 
performances fl ow without editing. In 
similar feeling to long tracking shots in 
past fi lms, the audience is unaware they 
are on the journey until mid-ride; a small 
thrill for cinephiles. Bold new visions 
are evident in the segment SAND from 
director Stephen Page, a former dancer 
and Artistic Director of the Bangara 
Dance Theatre. SAND marks Page’s fi lm 
directorial debut… and what a debut. 

The story of sibling rivalry between 
two young boys gone wrong is told 
beautifully, physically and dialogue-free. 
There is nothing a Cinematographer 
loves more”, says Page’s DOP Bonnie 
Elliott (Being Venice, My Tehran for 
Sale), “than a fi lm told through images”.

Tony Ayres’ (Walking on Water, TV’s The 
Slap) segment COCKLESHELL is, at 
its heart, a quaint story of young love, 
and is far more considered in its visual 
approach. The striking motifs of fi re and 
water are wonderfully used by Ayres 
to touch upon the idea of reinvention 
in what is a surreal conclusion. 
In ABBRREVIATION Cinematographer 
Geoffrey Simpson ACS (Oscar and 
Lucinda, Shine) works with Director 
Jub Clerc (Satellite Boy) to bring to life 
their interpretation of a simple story of 
sexual awakening when a girl gives a 
boy his fi rst kiss. Almost interpretive in 
its telling, ABBRREVIATION brilliantly 
reaches out to its audience through 
straightforward relate-ability. In this 
reviewer’s favorite segment, FAMILY, 
former video-artist and fi rst time Director 
(note an interesting theme of fi rst time 
Directors) Shaun Gladwell teams up 
with in-demand TVC and music video 
Cinematographer Jeremy Rouse for 
a powerhouse of imagery and theme. 
FAMILY uses the juxtaposition of 
aesthetically designed shots with the 
truth of the sports fi eld and the beach 
to tell the story of a young indigenous 
AFL Player’s inner-struggle with himself. 
Tim Winton’s The Turning boasts a raft 
of consummate DOPs, including Ellery 
Ryan’s ACS (Cosi, Van Diemen’s Land) 
haunting segment named FOG, and 
Robert Humphreys’ ACS (Sommersault, 
The Hunter) inspired segment 
called IMMUNITY. They both bring an 
expertise and indefi nable homogeny to 

TIM WINTON’S THE TURNING

their individual chapters.

With so many rich character portrayals 
within Tim Winton’s The Turning, it 
becomes diffi cult to narrow them down 
to a selection of the best. However two 
performances that should absolutely 
be noted as being standouts are 
Susie Porter in the segment ON HER 
KNEES, and Rose Byrne in the titular 
segment THE TURNING. Porter plays 
a domestic household cleaner with a 
teenage son battling circumstances 
for simple respect and trust, and her 
on-screen interactions are utterly 
compelling. She sinks into this character 
with total realism. Byrne, on the other 
hand, takes a turn that could possibly 
be considered career defi ning, as it’s so 
far removed from her previous roles - 
Bridesmaids (2011) comes immediately 
to mind. The role of Raelene is born 
out of a trailer park and Byrne channels 
something that is truly special to watch, 
layered and moving. She offers us 
something that is beyond the literal and 
into the heart and the longing of this 
character. Special mentions go to the 
ever-intriguing Hugo Weaving, and the 
bright young thing Meyne Wyatt who 
perfectly portrays the troubled AFL 
Player in FAMILY.

Tim Winton’s The Turning is a cinematic 
adventure and at well over three hours 
long, the producers have welcomingly 
decided to screen it nationally with an 
intermission. It presents audiences 
with a special invitation to immerse 
themselves in the beauty of fi lm, 
and perhaps more than the viewing 
experience itself, one can revel in the 
discussions and debates that will 
inevitably grow from participating in this 
wonderful journey. 
FIVE WELL-DESERVED STARS.



NEW GEAR

BY RICHARD JONES

In a little known town in the middle of 
England a small company, consisting 
of a handful of Engineers and Lens 
Technicians are reinventing the concept 
of affordable PL glass for today’s 
cinema equipment.

This new direction is transforming the 
company known as True Lens Service 
(TLS) from what has traditionally been 
a very well regarded fi lm equipment 
and lens service company into a world 
renowned boutique lens manufacturer 
and customizer for hard to fi nd lenses.

“TLS was founded in 2001 out 
of the need for a fast, reliable 
and friendly company, capable of 
supporting high-end fi lmmakers and 
videographers” says Director Colin 
Sanders. Over the years we’ve evolved 
into a comprehensive service and 
manufacturing facility supplying the fi lm 
and television industries in the UK and 
overseas.

TLS can service, repair and convert 
fi lm, broadcast and projection lenses 
from a wide variety of manufactures. 
Whether it’s preventative maintenance, 
or the repair of damaged or worn 
lenses, the test and setup equipment 
available at TLS allow the service 
engineers to quickly diagnose faults in 
order to rectify and return each lens to 
full working order with the minimum of 
inconvenience.

Their in-house Design and CNC 
workshop supports the Lens 
Department and is capable of bespoke 
design and manufacturing. In addition 
to lens servicing and conversions TLS 
also produces a complete range of it’s 
own matteboxes, mechanical supports, 
adaptor rings, and associated camera 
mounts and fi xings for all high-end 

acquisition equipment.

Back in 2005 TLS were asked by ARRI 
Media in Uxbridge to redesign the Nikon 
80-200mm/T2.8 that ARRI Munich had 
originally converted for Oliver Wood 
for The Bourne Ultimatum in order for 
it to be used by Phil Meheux BSC on 
the then upcoming 2006 Bond reboot 
Casino Royale.

TLS successfully redesigned the zoom, 
focus and iris mechanics, added 0.8 
pitched gears, extened the focus 
rotation to 180 degrees, redesigned 
the external housing and added a PL 
mount’ 12 units were built and delivered 
to ARRI Media UK for use on the Bond 
shoot.

It was not until the infl ux of single chip 
cameras that the prospect of another 
production run for the 80-200mm 
resurfaced as a viable option. Up until 
then TLS business had revolved around  
2/3 inch lenses. With the expansion of 
single chip cameras it became obvious 
that there was a shortage of affordable 
PL glass on the market.

With the success of TLS coveted 

Vintage Cooke Speed Panchro 
rehousing project well underway and 
the fi rst customers receiving their 
lenses. TLS could return to refi ning their 
Nikon 80-200mm Cine-Mod design 
for a whole new market of fi lmmakers 
empowered by falling digital camera 
prices but still inherently inhibited by 
the traditionally unaffordable cost of PL 
glass.

Designed to be lightweight at 2.3kg / 
5.07lbs it is ideal for steadicam, hand-
held, small camera setups and remotely 
operated rigs. The optical design of 
the Nikon lens exhibits superb optical 
performance, rednering great images on 
fi lm and optimised for digital cameras.

AR coatings reduce fl ares and veiling 
glare for deep, rich blacks and a wide 
contrast range, whilst the Extra Low 
Dispersion (ED) glass reduces chromatic 
aberrations, critical for digital camera 
sensors. the 9-leaf iris generates round, 
out of focus highlights and an organic 
bokeh.

The ergonomics of the TLS 80-200mm/
T2.8 demonstrates the companies 
experience in designing and engineering 

Affordable PL Glass

TLS 80-200mm/T2.8 Morpheus
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tools for today’s practical shooting 

situations: Robust construction, easy to 

read large scales and the same 110mm 

front diameter as the TLS Speed 

Panchro and the Cooke prime range 

ensures that using these lenses on set 

is quick and effi cient.

Its key attributes culminate in its low 

price, at a fraction of the cost of the 

usual contenders and less than half 

the price of a Zeiss 70-200mm/T2.9 

Compact Zoom.

The fi rst of the newly refi ned TLS 80-
200mm/T2.8, coined “Morpheus” after 
the Greek god of dreams, was delivered 
to Pete Barta, from Monkey Business 
in Sydney Australia at the beginning 
of July 2013. Pete had just enough 
time to unwrap after its arrival on his 
doorstep before demonstrating it at 
this year SMPTE Expo on the Lemac 
stand where it gained a lot of interest 
and positive comments from DPs and 
rental companies alkike as well as 
demonstrated at an ACS evening at the 

Sydney based HQ on 14th August.

In addition to the TLS Speed Panchros 

18-100mm Primes, Cooke Telepanchro 

154 & 203mm and 80-200mm/T2.8 

Morpheus Zoom, there will also be 2x 

and 1.4x extenders (2 and 1 stop speed 

reduction respectively) as well as 1:1 

Macro adapter that will be available as 

an option upon purchase or as a stand-

alone accessory.

SPECS: TLS MORPHEUS 80-200MM/T2.8

Focal Range: 80-200mm

Aperture: T2.8 - 32 / 9 Bladed Aperture

Weight: 2.3kg / 5.07 lbs

Close Focus: 4.9 feet / 1.5 meters

Front Diameter: 110mm (matches Cooke S4/S5, TLS CSP)

Angle of View: 30.2 - 12.3° 35mm fi lm / sensor

Reproduction Ratio: 1:5.9 at 200mm, 1:14 at 80mm

Coverage: 35mm Academy
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“We’ve (TLS) always had the capability 
at TLS but now that single chip cameras 
dominate the market, it has created a 
real need for affordable PL glass” says 
Lens Department Manager, Richard 
Jones. “It’s an exciting time for us at the 
moment and we’re looking forward to 
what the future brings for TLS Optics”.

With the advance in digital sensor 
technology over the past few years 
we have seen an array of companies 
traditionally aligned with signal 
conversion take the leap into digital 
camera manufacturing that has seen 
the revolutionary proliferation of more 
affordable cameras on the market 
resulting in the traditonal manufacturers 
having to rethink their business models 
and slash their prices in order to 
compete.

This little known company outside of 
the UK has made giant leaps within the 
cinema optics industry within the last 
two years, could this be the beginning 
of an era of more affordable lenses 
we’ve all been waiting for.

For more information go to: http://www.
truelens.co.uk

f
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Suite 8, 14 Argyle Street, Breakfast Creek
Brisbane, Queensland 4010

PO Box 770 Hamilton
Queensland 4007

Telephone 07 3862 1361
Facscimile 07 3262 7087

ABN 34 519 762 452

FILM FACTS IS A NEWSLETTER WHICH HAS BEEN 
SPECIFICALLY PRODUCED TO PROVIDE FILM INDUSTRY 
PROFESSIONALS WITH SNIPPETS OF UP-TO-DATE 
ACCOUNTING AND TAX NEWS AND INFORMATION.

Accountancy News for the Film Industry

If you would like further information on any of these matters raised 
in this newsletter, please contact: 

Ranald Duhig rduhig@filmfacts.com.au or  
David Clark dclark@filmfacts.com.au  
Telephone 07 3862 1361

The information contained in this 
newsletter is for informational purposes 
only. It is not intended to take the place 
of financial and accounting advice and 
should not be relied on when making 
business or personal decisions
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Big Tax Savings using 
Travel Allowance

Big tax savings can sometimes be had 
where you satisfy the government 
prescribed reasonable travel provisions.

Where you are an employee of your 
own company or trust and you travel 
overnight for business there could be a 
great advantage in terms of a large 
deduction and no documents being 
required to substantiate the claim. 

By way of example, Mr Long Suffering a 
taxpayer who is employed by his own 
company travels from his home (which 
is also his principle place of business for 
his company) from Melbourne to 
Sydney for a twenty night film shoot.

While in Sydney Mr Suffering stays at a 
motel. Using the 2013 reasonable travel 
amounts Mr Suffering’s company can 
claim $428.05 (presumes the highest 
rate possible) per night a total of $8561 
for the twenty nights.

No documentation needs to be kept for 
this claim of $8561 provided it is for 
bona fide work travel.

If you think you might qualify for this 
deduction and have not used it call us 
and we can advise you.

Car Depreciation  
Cost Limit 
If you purchased a car in the 2013 
financial year and you use it for work 
only the first $57466 can be depreciated 
for tax purposes.

As an example, if Mr Wayne Kerr buys a 
Porche 911 SS for $300,000 and uses it 
90% for business the depreciable value 
is $57466 x 90% = $51719.

No Capital Gains Tax on 
Business Use Asset 
Owned for Greater than 
15 years 
Subject to certain conditions a taxpayer 
who owns a business use asset for 
greater than 15 years pays no capital 
gains tax when that asset is sold if they 
are 55 or over. If they are under 55 there 
is no capital gains tax if the profit is 
rolled into a regulated superannuation 
fund.

Protective Clothing
Claims for protective footwear (e.g. 
steel-capped boots, rubber boots and 
special non-slip shoes) are allowed but 
not for conventional footwear (e.g. 
running, sport or casual shoes etc that 
lack protective qualities). Claims are 

generally not allowed for the cost of 
items to protect from the natural 
environment, e.g. wet weather gear or 
umbrellas for an office worker and 
thermal underwear or heavy weight suit. 
Examples of deductible clothing include:

crew in alpine area, if worn only for 
that purpose.

work rather than the environment 
creates the necessary conditions (e.g. 
using chemicals). 

In-House  
Recreation Facilities
The cost of providing recreational 
facilities (i.e. for amusement, sport or 
similar leisure time activities) on the 
employer’s premises for use by 
employees may be tax deductible. That 
includes tennis courts, swimming pools, 
gymnasium, and games rooms. 

for use of the employees on working 
days and be located on the employer’s 
premises. An exercise bike in a home 
office would be allowable under certain 
circumstances.

FIRST MEETING FREE:  Please call for an  
appointment to take advantage of this offer.
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All members are welcome to contribute to your magazine!

Contact the Editor at the following 
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EDITORIAL: editor@acmag.com.au     
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The new Alura 15.5-45/T2.8 and Alura 30-80/T2.8 zooms are compact and lightweight: perfect for handheld, 

Steadicam and 3D rigs. They are compatible with the ARRI Lens Data System, deliver outstanding 

optical performance and, like the original two Alura Zooms, match all other ARRI prime and zoom lenses.

FOUR YOUR CONSIDERATION
Two new lightweight zooms expand the ARRI/FUJINON Alura series




